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SIMULATION AND TRAINING DEVICE TECHNOLOGY 

1.0 Introduct ion 

In response to the Naval Training Equipment Center's RFQ Number 

N61339-82-Q-0018, the University of Central Florida's Institute for Simulation 

and Training conducted a research project concerned with the assessment and 

forecast of the simulation and training device (S & TO) technology pertinenL to 

the Center's current and future needs. Th i s report summar i zes the resu It s of 

that prOject. 

2.0 Background 

The NTEC Research Department is currently conducting more than fifty 

projects in exploratory, advanced and engineering development of simulation and 

training device (S & TO) technology. In recent years, several factors have 

combined to make planning and execution of those projects progressively more 

complex : a) The crosS-discipl inary nature of S & TO work requires an unusually 

broad spectrum of engineering and behavioral science skills; b) because 

capabil i ties in simulation-related hardware/software are evolving rapidly, 

careful attention to technology trends and forecasts is required to avoid 

obsolescence of products before project completion; c) a lack of focused funding 

for basic research in simulation technology and chronically limited exploratory 

development budgets create a heavy dependence by S & TO on industry and 

university research efforts to provide the general technology base in which 

S & TO developments can be anchored. 

The interaction of the above factors makes it necessary to continually 

evaluate ongoing development programs within a dual context. First, are 

anticipated products relevant to major training issues in the time frame of five 

to ten years in the future? Second, are programs making appropriate use of 

knowledge and engineer ing capability available or expected in that time fr ame? 

These questions require an in-depth comparison of training needs and issues to 
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the projected technology base of the 1990's, identification of technology gaps 

expected under continuation of current trends, and an identification of basic 

research required to close or reduce expected gaps. The purpose of this project 

was to provide such an analysis for use in long-term S & TD planning. 

3.0 Project Approach and Results Summary 

Work on this project was initiated in June, 1982 with several orientat-,on 

meetings involving project task force members and representatives from the Naval 

Training Equi~nent Center in Orlando, Florida. During these orientation 

sessions a variety of approaches to the problem of S & TD technology assessment 

and forecasting of needs were reviewed relative to the feasibility and potential 

effectiveness of these approaches in identifying potential technologies 

appropriate to Naval training device needs. After reviewing several structured 

approaches, the decision was made to relate the primary thrusts of the 

technology assessment activities to the three functional laboratory 

organizations within the NTEC Research Department. In addition, the Task Force 

elected to include technology assessments in the areas of "Training Value" -lnd 

"Maintenance Training" since these areas were deemed to be of particular 

importance to future Naval S & TD technology development. 

Based on those decisions, the project was divided into five subtask areas 

as follows: 

Subtask 

I I 

III 

Technology Area 

Advanced Simulation 

Human Factors 

Computation Systems 

IV Training Values 

V Maintenance Training 

Individual members of the task force were then assigned to these subtasks 

depending on their interests, education and experience baCkgrounds. 
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The resedrch project was carried out in four phases as follows: 

Phase Activity 

1 Project subtask orientation and literature search 

2 Existing technology assessment 

3 New technology identification and needs analysis 

4 Research need identification and description 

3.1 Technology Forecasting 

In order to provide a basis for the technology assessment tdsks, the TdSk 

Force reveiwed a number of literature sources involving technological assessment 

and forecasting techniques and approaches. Generally speaking, a definition of 

technological forecasting has not been specifically formulated to date. One 

reason that a "simple" definition has been elusive is that various researchers 

see different meanings at different levels of planning. For example; 

at the policy planning level --

technology forecasting is the CldSsificdtion of scientific

technological elements determining the future boundary conditions 

for organizational (corporate) development. 

at the strategic planning level --

technological forecasting in the recognition and comparative 

evaluation of alternative technological options, or in other 

words, the prepardtion of the technical decision agenda. 

at the operationdl planning level 

technological forecasting is the probabilistic assessment of 

future technology transfer. 

Essentially, the Task Force activities were oriented to the strategic 

planning level, i.e., the recognition and comparative evaluation of alternative 

technological options. 

3 
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Basically, a technological forecast is the forecast of invention, 

innovation, or diffusion of some technology. Because technological change is so 

closely linked to social and economic factors, most organizations do not engage 

in strictly forecasting technology, but instead try to forecast technology 

related change. 

Forecasting of invention is based mostly on informed opinion, but othe~ 

approaches, such as the "envelope curve" approach can be used. In this met hod 

certain technological par~neters are plotted over long periods of time, and the 

curve is then extrapolated to some future date. 

I~st forecasting is done on the diffusion of an existing technology rather 

I than predicting invention. There are a number of approaches to foreca sting the 
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diffusion of technology. One approach analyzes historical diffusion curves, 

another tackles diffusion on an industry by industry, or even a product by 

product basis. 

The diffusion of technology takes place in a complex socioeconomic 

environment, and each forecast can only be as accurate as the assumptions upon 

which it is based. For example, the change in national productivity can be 

taken as an index of one kind of technological change. Thus, projections of 

productivity are in this sense projections of technological change. The 

diffusion of computer technology into the simulation and training device 

development process is another example of the technological diffusion process 

which has probably had a decided impact on both the thru-put and effectiveness 
• 

of training programs. However, the contribution of that particular technology 

to the overall improvement of thru-put and effectiveness might be difficult to 

isolate and measure. 

Because of the difficulty in predicting invention or "imagineering" as it 

is often referred to, most of the work of the Task Force was focused on the 
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potential for technological change through technological adaptation or 

diffusion. 

3.2 S & TD Technology Assessment and Needs Analysis 

During the early stages of the project, each of the subtask groups 

conducted a background study of S & TD technological development within each of 

the subtask areas. This was accomplished by means of literalure searches ar.d by 

interviews with personnel at the Naval Training Equipment Center (NTEC) in 

Orlando, Florida. The background study, although nol exhaustive because of time 

limitations, provided a basis and a point of reference for an assessment of the 

developmental processes and the state-of-the-art in S & TD lechnology in each of 

the subtask areas. Based on those assessments and further discussions with NTEC 

personnel, the subtask groups altempted to identify new S & TD technologica : 

areas which they felt would enhance the Navy's training program cost and 

effect iveness. 

Comprehensive reports on technology assessment and needs analysis for each 

subtask area are included in Section 6.0 of this reporl. 

3.3 Research Identification 

One of the more significant end results of a technology assessment and 

forecast is the identification of research activities that will be needed to 

provi de the foundat ion and background informat ion necessary for the development 

and implementalion of new technologies or the diffusion of eXisting technologies 

into new application areas. Thus, during the later stages of the study project 

the task force personnel were asked to identify areas of research which were 

related to the technological needs within the subtask areas. Although not 

intended to be exhaustive, the following listings represent areas wherein 

research activities, either basic or exploratory, would provide a contribution 

to the ~ & TD technology development process: 
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Subtask 

1. 

- Advanced Simulation 

Computer Image Generation -- develop ability to create "real time" 

scenes possessing real world detail with a resolution comparable 

to the human eye. 

2. Artificial Intelligence -- develop training equipment with artifi c ial 

intell igence systems that are self-Ioodifiable. 

3. Human Electrical Signal Measur~nent -- develop means to unobtrusi vely 

measure the vector direction of a students' eyes to a resolu ti on 

of one degree or better. 

Subtask II - Human Factors 

1. User Acceptance -- develop prediction model(s) for user acceptance of 

new training systems and devices. 

2. The Learning Process and Concept of Transfer -- develop basic concepts 

of learning to provide for more effective transfer to operat ional 

requirements. 

3. Training Model Instructional Support -- develop instructional des ign 

models for new areas of technology. 

4. Organizational Communication -- develop effective means of 

communicating S & TO research and operational findings to S ,~ TO 

professionals. 

5. Assessment of Team Training Effectiveness -- develop methods of 

evaluating student performance and crew performance in a manner 

which is non-threatening to the student but which provides 

realistic feedback. 

6. Stress Simulation -- determine the conditions and types of training 

devices most suitable to simulating the psychophysiological 

activities of stress. 
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7. Decision Analysis and Risk Assessment -- identify the parameters of 

decisions and the weighting of risk factors related to 

alternative courses of action in S & TD activities. 

Suotask III -- Computation Systems 

1. Animation -- develop low cost microcomputer animation graphics to 

support training exercises. 

2. Data Base Technology -- develop relational data bases for training 

activities that require large volurnes of data to oe stored and 

retrieved at very high access rates. 

Subtask IV -- Training Value 

1. Training and Cost Effectiveness Models -- develop simplified meth'Jds 

to assist in media selection and cost versus effectiveness 

trade-offs for devices which support advanced (complex) 

training. 

2. Combat System Team Training -- develop team training approaches wnich 

will permit decomposing the tactical team into its individual 

members and provide the data and voice links to and from other 

equipment and team members through an intelligent computer 

system. 

3. Training and Cost Effectiveness Models for Combat Team Training 

Subtask V 

1. 

develop methods and models for team training and cost 

effectiveness measurement. 

Maintenance Training 

Electronic Job Aids -- Further investigate hardware design for 

improved keyboard arrangement and visual display. and software 

design for hierarchical levels of detai 1. 

2. Diagnostics -- investigate diagnostics for formal training, improved 

techniques, simplified equipment system design and training by 

simulation. 
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3. Maintenance Operations -- investigate improved techniques and robotic 

appl ications. 

4. Personnel/Equipment Allocation -- investigate queuing, scheduling. and 

forecasting innovations. 

5. Psychological Aspects -- investigate adaptive training programs, 

adaptive job descriptions, adaptive supervision and career 

management. 

4.0 Task Force Personnel 

The research project was carried out by an interdisciplinary task force 

group whose rnembers were assigned to the subtask areas indicated in Section 3.0 

according to their interests, education and experience backgrounds. The 

University of Central Florida task force members and the technological areas 

wherein their review efforts were concentrated were as follows: 

Subtask I -- Advanced Simulation 

Or. 8.>1. Patz -- Department of Electrical Engineering 

and Communication Sciences 

Or. G.E. >lhitehouse -- Department of Industrial Engineering 

and Management Systems 

Subtask II -- Human Factors 

Or. G. W. Orwig -- Department of Educational Services 

Or. J.J. Turnage -- Department of Psychology 

Subtask III -- Computation Systems 

Or. C.E. Hughes -- Department of Computer Science 

Subtask IV -- Training Value 

Mr. G.V. Amico -- College of Extended Studies 

Dr. G.F. Schrader College of Engineering 

Subtask V -- Maintenance Training 

Or. L. L. Smith -- Department of Industrial Engineering 

and Management Systems 
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In addition, Or. L.M. Trefonas, Vice President for Research and Dean of 

Graduate Studies, and Or. J.R. Burr, Director of Sponsored Research, served as 

advisors for the task force. Or. G.F. Schrader, Associate Dean of Engineering, 

served as chairman of the task force. 

The activities of the task force were expertly assisted and guided by 

Or. S.C. Collyer from the NTEC Visual Technology Research Simulator who served 

as technical advisor to the task force during the first half of the project. 

Or. R.E. Reynolds from the NTEC Human Factors Laboratory served in a similar 

capacity during the second half of the project. Mr. Glenn Hohman, Head of 

Strategic Planning for NTEC, served as liason advisor for the NTEC directors 

office and the Research Department. Those people and many others in the NTEC 

organization were extremely helpful to the task force in providing briefings and 

making information resources on S & TD technology available to the task force. 

5.0 General Recommendations 

History has taught us that in any technological endeavor within an 

organization, technological progress normally continues by means of a series of 

step functions as long as internal and/or external forces exist to maintain 

pressures and incentives for continued progress. Once these pressures and 

incentives are diminished or fail to exist, then the technological step 

functions tend to diminish in size and frequency. Thus, managers of technical 

organizations must continually experiment with ways and means of stimulati1g and 

facilitating technological invention, innovation, and diffusion within their 

organizations. The interaction of technical personnel with their peers both 

inside and outside of an organization is one way of stimulating the exchange of 

information and ideas for technical change. 

During the conduct of this project such an interaction did take place 

between a considerable number of professionals at NTEC and the UCF task force 
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personnel, and it is reasonable to assume that exchanges of ideas did take place 

that were of mutual benefit. Since both organizations are vitally interested in 

the improvement of education and training process es, and improved methods and 

devices for their del ivery, it would appear that some continued interchanges of 

this type on a somewhat structured basis would continue to be mutually 

beneficial. Thus, it is reconrnended that consideration be given to possibl e 

ways and means of implementing further interactions of this and other types . 

Specifically, it is reconrnended that the Executive Commil t ee for the Institute 

for Simulation and Training consider the implementation of one or more of the 

following mechanisms for S & TD technology interc hanges between NTEC and UCF 

personnel: 

1. Establish a basic research discussion qroup composed of equal numbers 

of NTEC and UCF professional s who will meet on a regularly sCheduled 

basis to identify S & TD basic research needs and opportunities. 

2. Establish a regularly scheduled seminar or colloquia series wherein 

selected groups or individuals from NTEC and/or UCF (or invited guest 

lecturers) might present briefings and discussions of existing or 

pending research projects of interest to both NTEC and UCF 

professionals. 

3. Establish within the Institute Director's office a direct data link 

with the existing RDT & E Manpower, Personnel, Tra ining, and 

Simulation and Training Device data base. 

10 
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Simulation Technology Assessment 

1.0 Introduction 

Although the research programs in simulation technology and training 

methodology have contributed substantially to today's cost and training 

effective devices, there are two factors which support a strong research program 

in these areas. (21, 22) First, the demands placed on human operators of 

current and projected weapon systems make the task of effective training much 

more difficult. Secondly, there is a continuing need to improve the overal ~ 

effectiveness of Naval training as a base for improved operational readines s . 

This portion of the technology assessment wi 11 review simulation technology . 

After an assessment of current technology and research tasks already planned or 

programmed, a basic research needs analysis wi 11 be made. This in turn wi 11 

lead to specific basic research proposals. 

The simulation technology can be divided into three major categories, these 

being: sensor simulation, computer technology and software. Each of these 

major categories may have a number of subdivisions. 

2.0 Assessment of Past Technology 

2.1 Sensor Simulation 

One of the major advantages of training devices comes from its ability 

to simulate sensors associated with various tactical platforms. Numerous 

research programs have been initiated and the results of these programs 

have been benefic ial. There are areas where cont inued research is sti 11 

necessary if training devices are to be effective in training combat 

teams. 

Early sensor simulation development projects focused on three areas. 

The first was visual simulation. Why consider visual simuation as a 

sensor? Human operator visual performance is still one of the primary 

sensor inputs to vehicle operation and weapon control systems. The other 
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two sensor areas were radar and sonar. These two sensors are the 

long-range eyes and ears of aircraft, ships and suomarines. 

2.1.1 Visual Systems 

Consideraole emphasis was placed on visual systems for aircraft in the 

early research. Two areas were pursued: carrier landing (1950-12BK5, 

1966-2H87, 1963-2H53) and air-to-air combat (1959-2F151). The skills 

required to land an aircraft on an aircraft carrier safely were developed 

through extensive practice. The initial phases of training were conducted 

ashore followed oy carrier qual ifications at sea. The motivation for 

safety was probably primary but there was also an economic factor. 

Numerous attempts were made to solve the technical problems (1950 

12BK5 Carrier Landing Trainer, 1966 2H87 Advanced Carrier Approach and 

Landing Trainer) of visual simulation. It was not until Lhe mid-sevenLies 

that a successful night Carrier Landing Trainer was developed by LTV. 

Evaluations that have been conducted report on the effectiveness of these 

systems in conducting carrier qualifications. (18, 19, 20) 

Training in air-to-air combat was the other area where substantial 

performance benefits were projected. The motivation in this case was the 

limitations placed on air-to-air exercises. Other significant factors were 

weapon effectiveness and first engagement survival rates. 

Here again there were many attempts to develop air-to-air combat 

training systems (1959 USAF F151 Air-to-Air Gunnery Trainer). 

Technological limitation prevented these systems from succeeding. The 

requirement for a wide field of view and high resolution (ability to detect 

aircraft and determine orientation at ranges approaching those experienced 

in actual comoat was necessary) represented conflicting objectives. 

Research simulators used oy DOD, Air Force ASPT, Navy VTRS-OMS, NASA, 

14 
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Northrop LAMAR, McDonald Douglas, ,"1AC I, II, III, Vought ultimately fOl'med 

the base for air-to-air combat trainers. (Air Force-ASAL and Navy 

2£6 -ACMT) • 

There is still an active exploratory and advanced development program 

in the area of visual systems that is being pursued by the Services. 

Equipments that have been introduced within the past few years have 

resulted in a series of problems that are associated to trainee physiology. 

Visual and motion cueing conflicts were causing ·simulator sickness." 

As well as trying to resolve the physiological issues in current 

systems, the research program is being directed toward obtaining improved 

per f ormanc e. 

2.1.2 Motion System Research 

Since motion is perceived through stimulation of several physiological 

receptor systems (visual, vestibular, haptic, and auditory), many designers 

and users of flight training simulators have felt it was necessary to 

utilize platform motion systems to provide the vestibular and some of the 

haptiC stimuli. This has, by no means, been a unanimous point of view. In 

fact, the subject has been controversial in the flight training conrnunity 

for quite some time. 

The reasons for the controversy are manifold, not the least of which 

is cost--including purchase, facilities and maintenance. Other f ac tors 

are compatibility with certain visual displays, false cues in certain 

maneuvers, safety and reliability. 

There is a great deal of motivation to eliminate platform motion 

sys tems. 

The high resolution wide field of view requirement is being approached 

through eye-matching bandwidth techniques (ftead or eye tracted displays). 
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Computer image generation technology is heing directed toward increased 

image detail. The model board T-V technology has all but been abandoned 

for new developments. 

2.1.3 Field of View Research 

The challenge of providing a cost and training effective wide field of 

view, high detai 1 density visual environment to the trainee in a fl ight 

simulator is being answered by developments in both the generation and 

display of visual imagery. To overcome the inefficiency and cost of 

filling the large field of view using multiple television projectors giving 

butted images, various techniques are being developed for concentrati1g 

high image detail in an area of interest (AOI) which is usually of high 

resolution and set within a larger field of view of low resolution. (4. 5) 

The eye tracked systems offer the greatest potential for high 

performance to cost ratio, with a resolution of 1 - 1 1/2 arc minutes per 

pixel in the eye pointing direction (and so effectively in any direction) 

with the need for only two CIG channels. A key Question is whether an 

eye-directed inset can appear natural to the pilot and whether he will be 

able to perform with such a system without eyestrain or other physiological 

prohlems. It is certainly to be hoped that the funding identified to 

support the NAVTRAEQUIPCEN HND and the ASD/YW/NAVTRAEQUIPCAN EDIT remains 

available as these two systems represent the two main alternatives -

on-head mounting and off-head mounting - and only properly carried out 

integration and testing will allow the best system to be chosen. 

Although the primary thrust of the visual technology research has been 

directed toward aircraft applications, there are a number of other programs 

today that are applying visual system technology to meet training needs. 

These applications include tank driving, gunnery and ship handling. 
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2.1.4 Electromagnetic Sensors 

Simulation technology satisfied early training requirements for 

electromagnetic and acoustic sensors. The tdsk was somewhat easier than 

the visual task. In its mast simple form, electronic Signals were gated 

into simulated or actual cathode ray tubes (CRT's). This permitted a 

variety of targets to be introduced into training scenarios. Since those 

first generation electromagnetic and acoustic sensors were very simple, the 

models that generated the targets could also be simple. 

Although early radar trainers were basically interested in 

represent i ng mav i ng target s, there was a requ i rement to show ground return 

for use in radar navigation training. The ultrasonic trainer was developed 

late in World War II to satisfy this need (AN/APS-T3, 1944). The system 

used an analogy between sound waves in water and electromagnetic waves in 

air to obtain terrain returns. A relief map was used to produce the 

desired return. 

Radar Landmass Simulation 

Although target echoes experienced some refinement, the major research 

thrust was in the area of radar landmass simulation. The evolution 

consisted of the following phases. Initially the effort went into larger 

and larger tanks to obtain greater terrain coverage . (AF UltraSonic 

Trainer, 1960). However, water tanks had their problem, not dissimilar to 

the large gantries associated with visual system model boards. The next 

thrust was to replace the water tank and use a flying spot scanner over a 

large relief map (1955-152-4). The gantry problems remained and the low 

resolution performance of the flying spot scanner generally resulted in 

unacceptable performance. The next phase resulted in what is called the 

factored transparency method. (1960-1525). Radar return characteristlcs 
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were encoded into large plates of glass, one with intensity versus X-Y 

position and another with elevation or Z data versus X-Yo Signals from a 

flying spot scanner were processed and combined to form the ground return 

image. 

These systems suffered from poor performance caused by two rei nforc i ng 

effects. Compression of the terrain data onto a plate (30" x 30") and the 

resolution of the flying spot scanner limited the usefulness of the display 

to the air navigation mission. There was insufficient resolution for radar 

bombing or surface ship navigation. 

~ith the advent of digital technology a concerted research effort was 

undertaken to see if digital technology could improve the performance of 

radar simulation (Digital Radar Land Mass Study). Through a combinati on of 

government and industry research efforts digital technology made its WdY 

into specific training device development projects. Initial applications 

were in the ground controlled radar approach and carrier controlled 

approach systems. It was later appl ied to tile early warning systems and 

the air navigation and fire control system. The application of digital 

radar landmass techniques to the surface ship radar navigation problem 

solved one of the long standing training requirements (1970 T5F12 - Surface 

Radar Navigation Trainer). 

The challenge of today is to achieve the same type of cost effective 

success in the infrared and low light level TV sensor simulation that has 

been achieved in radar systems. The dynamic infrared simulation problem is 

an order of magnitude greater than the radar simulation problem. Time 

varying radiation characteristic and the high resolution system 

requirements create astronomical data base and data manipulation problems. 
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2.1.5 Sonar Simulation 

The sonar simulation technology experienced a completely different set 

of design issues. One issue related to the sound propagation phenomena and 

the other related to the spectral analysis of target sounds. As sonar sets 

bec~~ more sophisticated, their detection range increased and their 

ability to analyze target sounds improved. 

Then, as a result of these operational system improvements, the 

modeling of target radiated noise and the propagation loss requirements 

became more complex. The target radiated no i se being simulated has to be 

injected into the operational sonar receiver. This requires that target 

noise contain the power spectrum that is based on its operating mode. The 

spectrum must then be attenuated as a function of propagation loss bas~d on 

range. The frequency dependence of propagation loss complicates the 

computations. Producing sonar returns that satisfy training objectives has 

been difficult. The variability of the ocean contributes to the problem. 

Specifying modeling requirements at the outset of a program is difficult. 

System shortfalls are usually identified during system tests. Experienced 

sonar operations make judgements about the quality or realism of the 

displays. 

Thus, in the sonar simulation field the improvements in sensor 

performance have demanded more sophisticated modeling of targets and the 

ocean environment. In general sonar simulation technology is usually 

playing catch-up. There has been no major research undertaking to support 

this simulation area. 
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2.2 Computer Systems 

Simulator technology is basically dependent on computers to solve the 

system equations in real time. Because computers form the basic component 

of training devices, there had been a long association between the Office 

of Naval Research and the Special Devices Center (now the Training 

Equipment Center) in post World War II thrust in computer technology. 

The dramatic advancements being made in computer technology together 

with substantial reductions in cost opens up a number of possibilities for 

the improvement of training systems. The micro-computer either alone or 

along with video disc technology offers one such possibility. 

2.2.1 Micro-Computer Application 

At present there are many ne'", and powerful micro-computer systems 

available. These systems could lead to effective low cost simulation 

devices. The Army has developed the MACE/Micro-Disc System. MACE is 

an improved version of the Army's Computer Assisted Map Maneuver 

Simulation I (CAMMS-1), modified to operate on a low cost personal 

microcomputer-videodisc (Micro-Disc) system. Map boards are replaced 

with military maps stored on a videodisc and displayed on color 

monitors. Unit location, status and action are shown in a graphical 

map overl ay generated by the microcomputers. Operators/ana lys ts can 

examine the simulated battle situation by scrolling the map using a 

joystick. The overlay is keyed to map coordinates and scrolls with 

it. In addition, the operator can zoom to focus on a selected area. 

The areas displayed can range from 4 to 40 km on a side. 

The Micro-Disc Systen employs distributed processing supported by 

multiple personal microcomputers and video-disc players sharing a 

common hard disk mass storage unit. This distributed processing 
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architecture and local area networking permits graceful degradation in 

the event of failure of one of the microcomputers; an exercise can 

continue to function with other microcomputers in the system 

performing the functions of the disabled Inicrocomputer. Local area 

network ing also permits easy expansion of the system for more complex 

simulation. 

The cost of reproducing trainee station hardware at a number of 

sites that are dedicated to the training function is having a maj or 

impact because of budget constraints. Therefore for the last few 

years there have been some initial thrusts into alternative methods of 

providing the required training. These alternatives have been titled 

"Embedded," or "On-Board" training. Both of these concepts are 

predicated on the availability of low cost high performance 

microcomputers that can be interfaced with the operational system. 

whether it is an aircraft, a ship, a submarine or a tank . This 

concept brings the training to the operating forces. 

2. 2.2 On-Board Trainers 

Since the 1970's, companies have been developing operational 

training program materials for use on board surface ships, submarines, 

and aircraft. These programs have been oriented toward providing an 

individual ship or squadron with the capabi 1 ity to increase its 

operational performance in a particular warfare area through a series 

of scenario-based exercises, utilizing the unit's own inherent 

training assets and capabilities. These programs have been 

evolutionary and as the programs have matured, many problems have 

arisen which have complicated program organization, development, fleet 

implementation, and overall use of the materials. These problems 
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include: confusion and lack of understanding of the nature of onboard 

training; lack of documentation for combat systems; confl icting or 

non-existent operational guidance; 1 imitations of imbedded traini ng 

modes and systems; inabil ity to keep pace with system upgrades and 

modifications; difficulties in implementing programs and material s ; 

and difficulties in sustaining interest and use in Fleet units. Each 

of these problems has been encountered and dealt with, with varying 

degrees of success. 

The key to the solution of these problems is the successful 

development of microcomputer based technology with the ability to 

implement changes efficiently and timely. 

The future of the onboard operational trainer can lead to a means 

of providing a source of information that previously was supplied by 

key experienced personnel or mentors. This capability can be pro·,ided 

to the ASE team or in fact, any sensor or combat team. A trainer can 

be configured for each major sensor group and it can become a soucce 

of operability information providing no t only a training capabili ty 

but a library of operation guidelines, a source of maintenance 

information, and also an interactive means of managing operations for 

each team. Basically, the system can become a permanent source and 

focus of information storage that can aid with the operations, 

maintenance, training and readiness for the sensor team: a source 

that is consistent from ship to ship and a permanent complement t o the 

ship's force. 
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2.2.3 Embedded Simulation 

Embedded simulation embraces the concept of using the real 

vehicle, artificially stimulated in a controlled manner, for the 

purpose of training operators in the use of the vehicle equipment. 

All the advantages of a controlled training environment, safety, 

malfunction training, etc. associated with dedicated simulation apply, 

together with greatly reduced capital costs and added operational 

flexibility. TRIAD, a prototype simulation complex was developed for 

helicopter pilot training that incorporates embedded simulatio(l 

principles. TRIAD comprises three major components; a 

computer/linkage/peripheral complex, an out-the-window CIG visual 

display system and a Bell 206 Helicopter, each integrated together to 

demonstrate the feasibility of embedded simulation for pilot trai ning 

while maintaining certification on the aircraft configuration. 

The extension of this concept to mi I itary aircraft, ships, submar ines 

and tanks wi 11 be dependent in large part by the abi I ity to add the 

simulation equipment and interface it with the tactical hardware. 

Space, weight and environmental factors indicate that microprocessor 

technology may provide the required solution. 

2.3 Software 

With software becoming the major component of a training device. 

increased attention is being focused on the problems associated with the 

development and life cycle support of software. Issues such as: the 

accuracy and completeness of operational equipment data used in the 

simulation models; the frequency of change resulting from changes in the 

operational system or the training objectives; the magnitude and complexity 

of instructional features such as scenario generation, computer aided or 

managed instruction, performance measurement; and adaptive training all 

impact the software development and support process. 
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The frequency of program changes, for whatever the causes, places 

increased attention on the abil ity of the software development system to 

respond in a timely and cost effective manner. The situation here is 

considerably different from most systems where change is experienced but 

not with the frequency or magnitude that occurs on real time training 

systems. 

2.3.1 Software Considerations 

Software intensive training equipment has become the standard for 

current and foreseeable future training equipment procurements. 

Software support for these software intensive devices is an ever 

increasing burden which must be undertaken by the most efficient 

manners possible. Aid for modification of software support has been 

addressed by software tools developments that faci 1 itate 

~odifications, testing and baseline configuration management of these 

software intense devices. Configuration management, the phase of 

software support which is often neglected or given too little priority 

until the day of reckoning arrives, results in software configuration 

loss or error. A tightly controlled software configuration of a 

software intensive device is perhaps as important as the configured 

software itself. 

The NTEC Software Support Faci 1 ity (SSF) has evolved into a 

concentrated central software support resource with which any 

modification or development activity can effectively implement 

software baseline changes while remaining within the guidelines of a 

strong configuration management. The automated configuration 

management system at the SSF provides software basel ine protection and 

control, ease of baseline maintenance, and full 

development/modification visibility during the support baseline 
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life-cycle. This automated and centralized environment permits a 

co~non contact point, a co~non set of procedures, and a single, common 

managment of all supported device basel ines under SSF configurat ion 

management. MIL-STD 1644A is the primary requirement that provides a 

cormon set of rules enabl ing various establ ished basel ines from 

various origins to be managed by a single generic configuration 

processing system. Older device baselines that were not designed by 

the requirements of MIL-STD 1644A may require additional effort to 

modify their structure and to provide the necessary support data for 

the automated configuration management system. 
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3.0 Technology Needs Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

This section discusses three subject areas of importance to simuldtion 

techno logy: 

1. Computer Image Generation - Visual Systems 

2. Applications of Artificial Intelligence 

3. Applications of Human Electrical Signal Measurement 

Clearly these topics cut across boundaries for partitioning and 

establishing responsibility for various aspects of training. Training 

technology can be broadly partitioned as human factor, advance simulation 

concepts, and computer systems, but no one area can be easily divorced from 

the others when at tempt ing an assessment of the past techno logy or creat i ng 

an estimate of needs. 

3.2 Visual System Technology 

Many examples exist when one needs to be trained to accomplish complex 

tasks requiring vehicle control based upon what an operator sees in the 

world: pi lots, ship handlers, tank crews, etc. For example: pi lots 

receive a substantial portion of their training while "flying" a simulator 

with a visual display to maintain proficiency in landing, combat and safe 

handl ing of hazardous or emergency procedures. 

All the questions relating to scene fidelity, motion cues, field of 

view, etc. have not been answered yet. One reason is that no one has been 

able to create a "real time" scene having real world fidelity to the 

accuracy of which a person is capable of resolving. Current technology 

al l ows one to create real time scenes (ie. TV fields at 60 per second and 
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TV frames at 30 per second) with scene complexity in the 2000 to 8000 edge 

range for about one million to three million dollars. 

Eye resolution is sensitive to a number of parameters, a few of which 

are: motion, I ight intensity, contrast, color or hue, and the person. 

Fur t her eye resolution is not constant acros , the field of view, but peaks 

along the line of sight vector. 

One can characterize a nominal eye as follows: 

1. Resolution of at least 3 arc minutes along the line of sight but 

no loore than 1/3 arc minute, if effects such as the abi I ity to see the 

light reflected from a 10 foot strand of spiders web at 100 ft is properly 

s imulated (ie. sensitivity of about 3 (10- 3 ,3rc minute) 

2. TV display rate is sufficient to reduce display flicker belo' .. a 

level perceived by most people 

3. Intensity sensitivity of 1% when the intensity variation is 

across a long, well defined contour (ie. i~ach Band) but only about 10% when 

intensity variation is over contrasting regions without long smooth 

boundaries. 

Current technology only satisfies the display rate and the intens ity 

sensitivity requirements economically. Fine detail resolution to better 

than 10 arc minutes is not considered economical and hence is only 

attempted at research facilities. One is still limited by the absolute 

lack of the ability to create complex scenes beyond 8000 edges in real 

time. Current display systems do not attempt to tailor the display 

resolution to the qualities of the eye. Rather, the systems produce t he 

best resolution and detail with available equipment compatible with tile 

money available for the display. 
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Hence one can characterize visual system technology as follows: 

1. The ability to create "real time" scenes possessing real world 

detai I with a resolution comparable to one's eyes is lack ing. 

2. Research to produce variable resolution displays traCked to the 

eye's pointing vector are in progress. 

3. Research to produce real time image generation equipment capcble 

of 10,000 to 100,000 edges is in progress. 

4. Methods of mapping and reducing to code large gaming areas, ~. uch 

that the complex real world scenes may be characterized to a computer image 

generation system are in progress. 

5. Typical means of creating the wide field of view required for 

many training envirorrments are: 

a) CRT's. With the boundaries of the CRT's corresponding to 

struts or partitions in the operator's window on the world. 

b) Eidofor projectors. 

c) Research is under way with titus and protitus displays dnd 

with laser generated scenes employing mechanical or electrical beam 

steering mechanisms. 

One may judge from this description of the state of the art in visual 

simulation that the following needs must be met either through continuing 

research programs identified, expanding research and development effor t s, 

or establ ishing new programs. Since economy is a driving factor in systems 

in the million dollar range, the development of a visual system 

matching display resolution to the eye's requirement appears to be of high 

priority. For example, a display possessing about 1 arc minute resolution 

in a + 10 degree pyramid centered at the eye's view vector and processing 

aDout 5 arc minute resolution for a 60 degree vertical and 120 degree 
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horizontal field of view requires about 2 x 106 pixels (ie. picture 

elements) . This corresponds to two high resolution displays as opposed to 

18 displays with 1 arc minute resolution over the entire 60 degree x 120 

degree field of view. 

In order to make an area of interest (AOI) visual display workabl e one 

must be able to rapidly and accurately measure the eye's pointing vector 

and the display's pointing vector . The minimum accuracy required for the 

display tracker is the pixel resolution everywhere within the range of 

view. For example, a pilot's cockpit is modeled as + 90 degrees for Ule 

range of view and 1 arc minute for display resolution then an accuracy of 1 

part in 5,400 is the minimal required. However, to accolTl11odate tolerance 

one desires an accuracy of 1 part in 54,000. This is beyond the current 

state of the art, and one should cont inue research and development aimed at 

producing a display tracker having a resolution of greater than one part in 

10,000. 

The accuracy requirements for an eye tracker are on the order of + 1 

degree. If the actual high resolution prOjection region is larger than the 

high resolution region seen, then only nominal accuracy is required Lo 

identify where the projected high resolution need be created. 

The advent of high speed digital processing and vast secondary storage 

has clearly shifted visual simulation away from model boards and into 

Computer Generated Imagery. However, the following needs still exist: 

1. A means is needed to automatically convert real world gaming area 

information into the high resolution detail needed for nap of the earth 

fl ight or other high resolution scenes. One may imagine a multi pass 

procedure whiCh uses the Vought approach of acquiring a large number of 

digitized images of the gaming region. Then, an intermediate step of 

intensity compensating the digitized images across image boundaries. 
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Finally, a reprojection of the compensated digitized images onto a set of 

scene planes, similar to a Honeywell system, such that one could retri e ve 

the digitized scene from one of a hierarchy of digitized images posses , ing 

the resolution required for creating the current scene. 

The concept of creating the data base for any Computer Image 

Gen~ration method off-line from real world data offers the potential of 

producing display resolution to specified to l erance in real time. Such 

off-line, non real time activity would allow one to specify display detail 

resolution, determine the data base parameters which guarantee the desired 

detail, and estimate the computing power required to create the scene in 

real time. If the next generation of CIG is to create high detail in "eal 

time, then it is reasonable to anticipate it will be memory intensive 

rather than processor or computation intensive. Hence, CIG systems which 

make maximum use of the computationally intensive steps needed to decipher 

real world imagery (i.e. photo reconaissance, maps, terrain data, etc.) 

into memory intensive hierarchical data bases required for high detail real 

time systems are necessary developments. 

2. A means is needed to produce eye limited resolution images in 

real time for less than one million 1983 dollars. Current research into 

producing high detail real time scenes may be categorized into two areas: 

numerical computation and image or picture mapping. The property of the 

numerical computation methods, is that the scene is modeled via fixed 

formulas whereby parameters are applied to the formulas to allow point by 

pOint or region by region calculation to define the displayed scene. As 

the scene comp 1 ex i ty increases both the formu 1 a compex ity, parameter 

number, and number of computations increases. Since computer processing 

hardware has not shown the improvement that memory hardware has shown (i e. 

memory cycle time decreasing by about a factor of two and memory cost 
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decreasing by about a factor of every 2 to 3 years since 1970 and projec ted 

for the next 10 years), one suspects that computationally Intensive 

procedures will, in general, be inferior to rremory Intensive procedures 

over the next 10 years. 

Memory intensive CIG procedures essentially map stored images from 

world coordinates to display coordinates. Hence, the only computations 

required fall Into three categories: projection of Images, comparing range 

to determine visible pixels, predicting the field of view such that the 

image buffers will always retain correct scene data/images . A hl erarcrial 

data base limits the mapping computation required to meet anti-a l iasing 

requirements and allows one to place an upper bound on the primary memory 

that lNOuld be required for such a system. For example, If the display 

produces 106 pixels and one allows occulting and transparencies to 10 

levels with the ability to predict the field of view to + 15% of the actual 

field of view vector over the time it takes to transfer images from 

secondary memory (Ie. video disk of about 0.3 sec) to primary memory, then 

about 16 mega words of images would be required. If the scene consist s of 

optical as opposed to FLIR or some other detector generated display, then a 

word would be at least 22 bits (21 bits for 1% color intensity and one bit 

for transparency) and possibly limited to 34 bits (10 bits for each of 

three intensities and 4 bits for various transparency factors). Using a 

1983 memory cost of about S2000 per megabyte, then the primary memory cos t 

would range between $90,000 and $200,000. Hence, the processing and 

secondary memory costs would clearly dominate a Sl,OOO,OOO visual system. 

3. The display means does not appear to be a limit of current visual 

systems . Light level requirements appear to be satisfied by USing high 

gain reflective material on a surface sufficiently far removed from a 

nearby co-located projector or by using multiple CRT's or Eidofor's tc 
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project the display to the student's display windows. Hence, this area 

does not appear to have critical items lirniting high resolution displays. 

In summary, the dominant technological needs for visual systems appear 

to be: 

1. Display and eye position measuring equipment having an accuracy 

of at least 1 part in 10,000. 

2. Means for automatically transforming real world imagery into 

appropriate elG image data. 

3. Systems costing less than $1,000,000 (ie. 1983 dollars) for 

producing irnageryof at least 1 arc minute resolution but matched to 

the eye's resolution requirements 

3.3 Applications of Artificial Intelligence 

There seems to be no AI technology in training which meets all the 

following definition of an intelligent unit: 

1. The unit accepts information, senses inputs or receives stim'Jli 

2. The unit distinguishes between data or factual information and 

algorithmic or formula information stored in the unit's memory. 

3. The unit has "goal formulas" which may be invoked by the unit to 

measure progress toward achieving its goals or anyone of its set of 

goals. 

4. The unit has the ability to modify its algorithms, or formulas, 

as well as its data. It can also create new formulas or algorithms. 

Hence, the machine learns. 

5. The unit can assess consistency. That is the machine can apply 

its known algorithms to measure its level of understanding or ignorance. 

If one has a set of data which is supposed to be described by an algorithm 

(ie. predict future, estimate past, or correlate with present) then the 

machine shall be able to calculate the accuracy of the algorithm as mc>re 

and various data/input is accumulated. The consequence is that the unit 
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shall have the ability to search for the truth by modifying its algorithms 

until all input/data is understandable (ie. predictable, correlatable, or 

matches the estimates of the past) in terms of the algorithms in the 

machine. 

Present training equipment under the class of artificial intell igence 

seems to possess fixed programs whiCh are NOT self-modifiable (ie. they do 

not possess theorem solver capability). The present systems termed Al 

interact with users to guide them along a path whose tree structure has 

been entirely defined by the Al program creator(s). For example, one can 

present a situation of one of a possible set defined within a menu and 

follow through the choices/situations keyed to the original menu. Thi s 

Expert System method is based on equipment which is severely memory 

limited. This philosophy does not readily lend itself to the "user's 

vocabulary" and/or the user's spelling. For instance, if one were to use a 

system at a library to search information on artificial intell(!)gence then 

a misspelling would fail to find any data. 

The expert system is needed in training. The need is clearly present 

for any programmed instruction. A maintaince training aid to guide the 

student through complex equipment problems is also obvious. However, the 

system calls for a secondary storage media, like a set of video disks, to 

hold the course or training syllabus which allows a user's vocabulary and 

the user ' s spelling. 

The capability of allowing a user's spelling should not be difficult 

to incorporate into expert systems. This suggests masking of key words if 

an exact match is not found and then quering the user about the key words. 
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The impact of such information intensive systems is manifold. The 

following are a few examples: 

1. People can be readi ly trained at their own pace, as if by their own 

personal tutor. As long as the tutor is relatively insensitive to the 

user's language flaws. 

2. People responsible for maintenance of equipment would be able to use 

video disk Expert Systems to learn the equipment to help diagnose 

faults, to guide the replacement of spares, or to guide eqUipment 

repair 

The intelligent unit is a step beyond the Expert System. A few of the 

uses to training of an intelligent unit are as follows: 

1. To serve as a model for identifying various algorithms students employ 

while performing specific tasks. 

2. To serve as a model for determining the value of students' 

algorithms. 

3. To allow the intelligent unit to search for and identify effective 

algorithms for most effeciently performing tasks. 

4. To serve as a model for partitioning tasks into their separate skill 

requirements 

5. To serve as a student so that one could measure various teaching 

strategies results, while at the same time clearly defining the 

"natural abilities" of the student. 

3.4 Applications of Human Electrical Signal Measurements 

In order to achieve an area of interest CIG system one must be 

able to unobtrusively measure the vector direction of the students' 

eyes to a resolution of one degree or better. Since the eye is an 

electric dipole, research into developing an eye vector sensor using 

electrical pick-offs is needed. A number of problems need to be 

solved to accomplish this aim. However, the successful development 
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of an electrical probe (i.e. pick off) for measuring eye pointing 

vector would also be useful for brain wave measurement. If one c'Juld 

create an effective sensor for accurately and reliably measuring the 

time varying electric field at a sufficient number of points on t1e 

head (i.e. brain), then with successful research one would be able to 

correlate these "brain waves" with actual mental processes. For 

ins t ance: 

1. One may be able to correlate successful pi lot performance with an 

array of "brain wave" sensors and eventua lly diagnose the detai 1 

of some types of faulty performance. 

2. One may be able to correlate the "brain wave" array measurements 

with successful and unsuccessful candidates for a wide range of 

tasks. One would anticipate a variety of successful strategies 

are employed by various people. The ability to categorize 

"brainwave patterns" would aid in interviewing to discover these 

strategy differences and eventually evaluating their strategic 

power. 

3. One may be able to monitor "successful training." To recognize 

daydreaming, confusion, frustration and other such negative 

aspects of training. The goal is to keep the student interested 

so the student will be self motivated to be on task. But when 

time is critical, any aid which can effectively correlate w; th 

learning improves overall mission performance. 

Research into both eye pos i t i on measurement and into unobtrus i ve 

brainwave measurements can benefit training. 
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Existing Technology Assessment and Needs Analysis 

of the Human Factors (HF) Laboratory 

1.0 History and Organizational Structure of the Human Factors Laboratory 

The Human Factors Laboratory (N-7I) operates under the aegis of NTEC's 

Research Department (N-7). There are two branches of the HF lab; Training 

Techniqu,: s Development (N-7lI) and Training Applications (N-712). The lab 

interacts with the Laboratory Services Division (N-72), the Advanced Simulat ion 

Concepts Laboratory (N-73) and The Computer Systems Laboratory (N-74) in RD~&E 

program areas. 

The lab administers the 6.2 (exploratory development) and 6.3 (advanced 

development) tech base program in simulation and training devices (S&TD) and 

thus serves as an interface between basic research (designated as 6.1 funding) 

and engineering development (designated as 6.4 funding). The Office of Nav ,3l 

Research sponsors 6.1 programs, the Office of Naval Technology sponsors 6.2 

programs; 6.3 and 6.4 programs are funded by Air Systems Command. NTEC staff 

have indicated that, because of organizational, geographical and cOrTInunications 

barriers within the sequence of research to production, there is "lots of room 

for obstacles" in the project flow area. In addition, 6.2 prototype funding is 

administered on a block-funding basis whereas 6.3 and 6.4 programs are 

line-funded items, thus potentially producing different organizational 

objectives within the developmental system. Although it is not the purpose of 

this report to attempt reorganization of naval research activities, it seems 

worthwhi le documenting briefly what appear to be fundamental barriers in S&TD 

concept attainment. COrTlnunications problems in R&D means that often good ideas 

never "get in the pipel ine," inter-laboratory pol itics can interfere with 

overall research missions, and, for the Human Factors Lab in particular, there 
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are often no general engineering design guides for hurnan fact ors considerations. 

Organizational communications needs wi 11 be addressed under the current neecis 

section of this assessment. 

The Research Department has recognized the following problem areas: (1) 

RDT&E programs are not sufficiently acquisition-oriented, (2) there is a lack of 

a single, multi-platform oriented sponsor for the tech base program, (3) there 

is no stable laboratory core program and (4) the need exist s for a RDT&E funding 

vehicle to ensure management/support stabi I ity. Various recorrmendations have 

been made to alleviate these problems, including l ab restructuring allowing for 

maximum flexibility and responsiveness in (1) instructional technology, (2) 

realtime computer technology and (3) sensor simulation technology. The RDT&E 

tech base objectives to establish a viable in-house experimental capacity and to 

optimize the flow from 6.2 and 6.3 feasibility demonstrations and experimental 

applications to 6.4 production warrant support. 
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2.0 Current Projects 

Current projects within the Human Factors Laboratory relate to basic 

operational problems of decreased instructor availability and trainee 

quality/quantity, cost/unreliability of operdtional equipment for training and 

limiterl opportunities for on-the-job training. The problems are coupled with an 

increased demand for training equipment. Projects follow two broad objectives: 

(1) to integrate humans into training systems and (2) to enhance training system 

effectiveness. The thrusts of instructional technology R&D are (1) instructor 

productivity, (2) training effectiveness, and (3) cost control. 

[nstructor productivity is achieved by reducing instructor staffing 

requirements and work loading for individual instructors. Current projects in 

this area include: (1) voice technology as instructor's assistant, (2) 

artificial intelligence techniques, (3) instructor/operator station design, and 

(4) automation of instructor support functions. As an example of work in Lhis 

area, the Submarine Advanced Reactive Tactical Training System (SMARTTS) 

provides trainee information through pre-exercise briefing, information 

displays , alternative tactics, and post-exercise debriefing. [nstructor support 

is provided by an exercise selection library, exercise setup, performance 

evaluation, instructor's console, training control, instructor's handbook, and 

automat ic integrat ive target. 

Training effectiveness is achieved by automated performance measurement 

systems, trainee performance feedback, and training effectiveness evaluation 

techni ques. 

Cost control is achieved by low cost training systems, part task training 

approaches, and maintenance training and aiding. 

Listed below are several examples of ongoing research related to the Human 

Factors Laboratory: 
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A. Instructor/Operator Station Design Guidance #2716 

This project examines insLructor/operator station designs whiCh give nc 

thought to the person/machine interface. The result is frequently an 

excessively complicated, difficult to operate instructor console. The problem 

will be analyzed in two phases. Phase I will assemble a lisL of problems and 

deficiencies while phase II will use the collected data to develop a series of 

documents which will aid in the design and development of future stations. 

8. Acceptance of Training Innovations #3773 

This area is discussed in detail under Current Needs. 

C. Eva l uation of Simulator Sickness #3775 

Numerous reports of sensorimotor disturbances following aircraft simulator 

training have occurred. This project is attempting to: (1) identify features 

of simulator design and use in training whiCh conLribute to simulator sickness, 

(2) determine relevant individual differences among trainees that may increase 

susceptibility and (3) develop methods of preventing recurrences in future 

simulator procurements and current devices. 

D. Embedded/Organic Training Technology #1715 

This project is attempting to develop alternative methods for implementing 

advanced training assistance technology in on-board (organic) training 

appl icat ions. 

E. Low-Cost Applications of Emerging Computer Technology ;;0744 

This project is evaluating the effectiveness of low-cost computer assisted 

instruction used for the training of equipment troubleshooting problems. The 

study is utilizing students at the Basic Electricity and Electronics School at 

the NTC in Orlando. 
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F. Voice Technology as the Instructor's Assistant '1713 

This project is developing techniques for application of intelligent 

automated speech technology to aid the instructor. 

G. Maintenance Training and Aiding R&D Requirements .2715 

This project will provide a data and planning tool to continually 

assess and update the Navy's maintenance training and aiding R&D 

requirements. 

As part of the Human Factors 5.3 R&D program for FY83, support WaS 

requested for a part-task trainer for missile envelop recognition, a 

part-task trainer for air intercept control, and a personal electric did 

for" maintenance (PEAM). 

One of the major projects which is indirectly related to the need to 

determine cost-saving designs, training features, and fidel ity levels of 

low-cost trainers is the Visual Technology Research Simulator (VTRS) 

utilization project, #0785. The objective of this project is to provide 

hardware and software design criteria for future trainer/simulator 

procurements by means of both hardware and human performance research. 

Another important project which addresses the disparity between ~eapon 

system complexity and the availability of skilled technicians is the 

Personal Electronic Aid for Maintenance (PEAM) project, #2790, which 

employs human factors considerations for user compatibi I ity to deSign, 

develop and test the PEAM. 

In the 5.4 area, there are important projects involving team training. 

The Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) Laboratory, the OUTBOARD 

Operator/Team Trainer and Shipboard "Organic" Combat System Team Trainer 

(CSTT) address the need for personnel making up the team to practice 
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together until their actions are as automatic as the equipment they operate. 

With the OUTBOARD trainer, for example, training scenarios will be developed 

which maximize the training of the teams by comprising many actions into a 

shorter time interval, thus creating problems and confusion requiring extra 

efforts. 

Within the human factors area in training equipment, a number of unfunded 

but high priority requirements have been identified. Among these are: 

- Missile Envelop Recognition Trainer 

- Low-Cost Appl ications of Emerging Technology (e.g . , (AI program) 

- Embedded/Organic Training Technology 

- Maintenance Training and Aiding 

- Voice Technology as Instructor ' s Assistant 

- Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Subject Matter Expert Information 

As for future directions for the Human Factors program in training 

equipment, there are no new efforts scheduled to co~nence until FY85. 

Technology development wi II be coordinated with requirements dictated by 

approached advanced and engineering development projects scheduled during tne 

next f ive years; the present human factors will remain stable. 
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3.0 Assessment of Current Needs 

Gi ven the background of budget cuts or decrements wh ich impact the proqrams 

carried out by the Human Factors Laboratory, it appears necessary to work within 

the existing, funded S&TD project framework to develop 6.1 research in support 

of important, but selective, ongoing programs. 

There are numerous basic research possibilities within this programmat ic 

arena which emanate from a variety of need areas. In this section, an attempt 

will he made to analyze basic human factors research needs. First we will 

present a comprehensive listing of currently identified needs and discuss 

several of these needs in depth. Subsequent reports will delve further inta 

more of these basic research needs. 

3.1 User acceptance 

A fairly cornmon problem in any complex training environment is that of a 

lack of User Acceptance. For what appears to be a variety of reasons, even the 

most carefully designed, most technologically advanced training system may be 

under-utilized. While a lack of user acceptance can be examined with a focal 

point on either the learner or the instructor, the latter seems to be of greater 

impact in military training. Stoffer, Blaiwes and Brictson (1) have outlined 

several reasons for making improvements in the acceptance of new training 

systems; 

A. Significant advances in effective training technology remain to be 

incorporated into the Fleet. There are definite "gaps" in certain ar eas 

between available technology and its applied use. 

B. A variety of low-cost, low-fidelity approaches to training system 

deSign are now under development. While degree of fidelity has been shown 

to be the most important factor in gaining user acceptance in a train , ng 

system, research is showing that extreme fidel ity, and the concurrent 
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extreme costs, are not always required to achieve an acceptable level of 

performance in trainees. 

C. There is an increasing need to introduce and to have accepted training 

improvements as early as possible. There is a need to reverse the trend 

toward ever increasing time spans required to develop new weapons syst~ms 

and their related training materials. 

D. Training technology will be increasingly integrated into ongoing fleet 

operational systems. The success of on-board training techniques depe~ds 

critically upon the willingness of personnel to accept such innovations. 

E. An especially critical problem of accepting flight simulators as 

flight hour substitution devices now exists. There is a discrepancy of 

viewpoints between higher command echelons of the Navy and local training 

commands which have resulted in underutilization of aviation training 

devices. 

F. Operational tasks and equipment are becoming increasingly complex and 

human error correspondingly more probably and costly. As a result, 

economics will mandate a heavier reliance upon training substitutes for 

operational environments. 

Whi Ie the above reasons for attempt ing to improve user acceptance are 

fairly spec ific, an over-all survey of the avai lable I iterature indicates a 

common theme: The degree of user acceptance for any particular training device 

is a critical factor in establishing its true training value. 

A wide variety of factors appear to enter into the scope of user 

acceptance. In many cases where resistance to a new technology is encountered, 

blame is placed upon the trainers. While there is an inherent resistance to 

change in some situations, other factors appear to be more important. 

COl1lnunications and involvement seem to be very important. When the trainers 
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have had major input into the initial needs assessment and design stages, and 

the finished product accurately reflects those perceived needs, user acceptance 

has been qu i te high. At the same time percei ved needs ,nay not be rea I need ~ . 

For example, many trainers feel that the use of a real device in training i s 

critical, and if a real device simply can't be supplied, then the substitute 

must be as much like the real object as possible. Research has shown, on t he 

other hand, that many tasks can be taught with only low fidel ity models of lhe 

real device. In a situation I ike this, effective communication becomes a 

critical factor in final user acceptance. 

As critical a factor as user acceptance appears to be, initial research 

into it is just now getting a good start. Wylie and ;>1ackie (2) have produced an 

excellent review of the literature and a model for predicting organization 

acceptance of technological change. The Human Factors Laboratory of NTEC has a 

project under way wh ich wi 11 attempt to ident ify and Quant ify user acceptanr.e 

factors in an attempt to build a predictive ,rode I for future instructional 

planning (3). The goals of this project are to: 

A. Predict user acceptance (rejection). 

B. Tie acceptance problems (and successes) to specific variables. 

C. Incorporate acceptance considerations into cost-benefit and training 

effectiveness design analyses. 

D. Provide a systematic approach to the introduction and implementation 

of new training develo~nents. 

At the present, these two projects appear to represent the leading edge in 

examinations of the user acceptance problem. While these studies will produce a 

noteworthy advance, considerably more research is required on the topics. 

Stoffer, Blaiwes and Brictson accurately summarize the field by comparing it to 
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the advent of the Instructional Systems Development (ISD) era. "At this point 

very little science has been developed in the area, and, at best, current 

practices represent a very under-developed art." It will take ambitious funding 

of the above-mentioned projects, and further projects like them, to create d 

system of user acceptance technology. 

3.2 Examination of the Learning Process and the :oncept of Transfer 

The ultimate value of S&TD Training depends on the extent to which skills 

learned in training transfer to operational experience. Skills learned must 

either be essentially the same as those needed to perform in practice or else 

must enable a student to learn other or additional skills more quickly. This 

process is called transfer of training. 

Transfer is a complex process, depending not only on what is learned, out 

on how and under what conditions the learning occurs. Caro, Shelrutt and Spears 

(4) have noted that personnel responsible for many aircrew training device (ATD) 

activities view transfer as a simple, almost mechanical process. They bel ieve 

that transfer will occur only when: "(1) the same stimuli are provided in the 

ATD that are provided in the aircraft, (2) a student is able to do the same 

things with the ATD's controls that he would do with the controls in aircraft 

and (3) the feedback that he receives from operation of those controls is the 

same as it would be in the aircraft." 

Transfer will occur given sufficient stimulus and task fidelity. However, 

to rely only on stimulus and response fidelity constrains training device design 

and utilization because some of the more important aspects of transferable skill 

learning are ignored. This approach also results in expensive high fidelity 

devices when in some cases high fidel ity is not necessary. 
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To understand the concept of transfer more fully it is necessary to examine 

(1) cue development, (2) cue and response discrimination and (3) generalization. 

These factors relate to what is generally called "psychological fidelity," a 

concept which is basic to transfer of S&TO training. 

It has been established in many transfer studies that device and aircr aft 

stimuli are associated responses need not be physically similar for transfer to 

take place. Prophet and Boyd (5), for example, showed that cockpit procedu~es 

training in a simulated cockpit mode of photographs, plywood and dowel rods, 

transferred to an aircraft as well as did corresponding train i ng in a devic e of 

high physical fidelity . Bunker (6), in an experiment in which experienced 

pilots were asked to fly a simulator with a new CIG system, noted that pilo t s do 

not key on "naturalness" of a ground scene, but atJstract from it certain 

characteristics such as gradients that they have learned to interpret. 

Explanations for this type of phenomenon must involve the equivalence of 

stimulus and response meanings which emphasize cues rather than stimul i (i . e ., 

information provided by stimuli rather than physical characteristics of the 

stimuli themselves). 

This overall psychological process of seeking and recognizing familiar cues 

in changing situations is an instance of "mediation." t~ediation of all types 

promotes every aspect of military training and performance. Therefore, instead 

of leaving mediational processes to develop on their own, this procedure should 

be specifically examined so they can be targeted in training objectives. Basic 

mediat ional learning research can lead to more efficient and effective 

instruction throuqh the study of such factors as knowledge acquisition (i .e., 

cognitive training), informing the learner about his actions (i.e., feedback) 

and guiding the learner (i .e., guidel ines). Such research can also provide 

guidance regarding the degree of physical fidelity which may be acceptable under 
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differinq learning conditions . 

3.3 Development of Training Models/Instructional Support 

While these areas were not examined in deLai1 for this report, Lhey were 

mentioned by s taff members of Lhe Human Factors Laboratory as being areas i n 

need of additional research. Specific instruc tional deSign models are required 

for new areas of technology. While exi sLing general ISO models can serve for 

the deve lopment of contenL in many situ at ions, more advanced models are required 

for s ituations as follows: 

A. A subject matter expert on board a ship needs to create a trainin g 

module to cover an improved maintenance tech nique he has found. No 

instructional support staff is available, so an automated syst em is 

required to guide the SME through the design and implementation proced ures 

with a minimum of distraction. 

S. A new form of technology (voice recogniLion, for exalnp1e) has a 

potential appli c ation in a training system . A model is required to predict 

the cos t effectiveness of implementing such d feature based upon factors 

unique to the training system and that particular technology. 

C. An automated instructional design model could be far more effecti 'Je if 

it could receive feedback from operational systems. Such a model would 

require extensive integration into the current training procedures. 

Automated collection of learner performance characteristics would have Lo 

be cons idered in the design of training devices themselves, and proced ures 

would need to be developed to feed the data back t o the design model. 

The ISO methodology provides an appropriate framework for direcLing 

attention to instructional process concerns and does provide for some learning 

analysis functions. (It should be noted that the actual role of ISO or 
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systematic learning analysis in determining the requirements for a design 0'· 

training simulators i, minimal, and in the Air For'ce virtually no continuat ion 

training simulator programs have been developed on the basis of substantial [SO 

input).4 However, [SO provides only general guidance concerning how to apply 

learning analysis. For example, ISO states that feedback is important to 

learning. >!hat is really needed for designers of training equipment and 

training programs is a specific information base covering factors such as how to 

provide feedback, when to provide it, how to handle the task specifics of 

feedback, and similar instructional managelnent facLors. 

>!hile several current projects address aspects of the above problem areas, 

further research is required. 

3.4 Organizational Communication 

One of the fundamental problems cited in conversations with NTEC Rese drch 

Department staff is the difficulty in keeping informed of research and 

operational findings inside and outside the lab and being able to incorpor .1te 

information into deSign decisions in an efficient manner. There are varioJs 

levels of analysis to this problem and the situation is by no means unIque. 

Caro et al. (4) attempted to determine the role of ISO team personnel in 

aircrew training device (ATO) design. Although one would assume these personnel 

would be influential in specifying characteristics ATDs, such was not the case 

for a number of reasons. Rather than being influential in specifying 

charcteristics of ATOs, such was not the case for a nurnber of reason,. Ri, ther 

than being influential in defining ATO designs, "ISO teams generally mu,t accept 

as resource constraints the devices to be made available for the training 

prograns they design." 
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A number of books (7, 8, 9) treat the subjec t of communication among 

scientists and engineers . At the practi c al level, the solution to cOlllnunicdLion 

barriers may be as simple as establishing an in-house dissemination vehi c le or 

coordinating more broadly inclu s ive planning, progress and review meet ings. 

Establ ishment of coordinated goals among departments might also help. The 

possibil ity of basi c research fostering organizational improvements in R& D 

cOlnmunication can directly influence th e efficiency and effectiveness of S&TD 

progra1ns. 

3.5 Evaluation/Measurement and Team Training 

Ther e is a need to evaluate student performance and crew performance i ~ a 

manner which i s not threatening to the s tudent but which provides realistic 

feedba c k . The conc ept of feedback and reinforcement is basi c to learning 

strategies. Performance measurement of operators or teams control I ing a complex 

tactical situation has never been succeSSfully accomplished. Past research has 

address ed only a segment of the training perforlned on flight simulators and the 

single target submarine approach problem. Although programs such as TACTS, 

PAAS, PA CE, and APART S offer suggestions, key performance parameter s for complex 

tactical exercises have not been identified from the multipliCity of available 

choices. Research Should treat the role of measurement in managing instruction 

(e.g., pacing, sequencing, etc.) and in the handling of factors such as fee dback 

and guidance (e.g., when, what kind, how much, contingencies, etc.). [n 

addition, the use of measurement for system qual ity control is also an aspect of 

this process management concern. 

As s ociated with t he above research, there is a need for skill/task orient ed 

research with reference to improved crew training and extended team trainin g . 

Thi s latter term refers to the training of pi lots or crews in an extended 

interactive simulation context with other relative personnel and systems. 
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Attention should also focus on adaptive strategies when the system is degraded 

by personnel for mechanical failures. The potential gains in effectiveness ond 

cost savings from such system-interactive training should be considerable i :' Ule 

research is done to support effective program development. 

3.6 Stress Simulation and Motivational Studies 

Associated with the previous research needs is the need to study both 

individual and team performance under varying degrees of stress and to develop 

methods to mitigate such stress. High fidelity training devices are often 

preferred to low fidelity devices because of their ability to reproduce the 

"pucker" factor. Further research is necessary to ascertain the condit ions and 

types of training devices most suitable to simulating the psychophysiological 

activities of stress. 

Other motivational studies are also needed to address such issues as 

intrinsic enhancement to learn, versus extrinsic reinforcement contingencies, 

the merits of positive versus negative reinforcement in training and the 

transfer of motivational supports in training to operational experience. 

The Human Factors lab is currently performing a study using video gilines as 

a motivational tool to improve training, but such studies are few and far 

between. Far more recognition should be given to motivational factors, 

particularly in maintenance training where ability factors may be lagging. 

One area for research, for example, would be in determining the most 

appropriate mix of trainee abilities, skills and motivations with automatic test 

equipment complexity. If equipment becomes too complex, it is likely that the 

user may lose sufficient degrees of feelings of personal efficacy and control to 

counterac t performance ga ins ach i eved by automat i on. 
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3.7 The Use of Decision Analysis and Ri5k Assessment Training and R&D Program 

Deve 1 opment 

Although some work has been performed in analyzing the requirements and 

methodology for decision training in conventional military training 5ystems 

(10), decision analytic tools can a150 he useful in other areas of program 

development and R&D funding. Research can be helpful in ident ifying the 

parameters of decisions and the weighting of risk factors identified with 

alternative courses of action. 
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4.0 Summary and Priorities 

The Human Factors Laboratory at NTEC has provided a number of topics f 0r 

potential research. The topics range from the ps.ychology of human learning 

through the need to understand the fundamental translation processes involv ~d 

when two different groups of professionals attempt to communicate. In all 

cases, however, emphasis is upon a IIIOre effective integration of learners into a 

training environment. 

These topics were not presented in any particular order to priority. In 

part, they were presented in their order of "disc0very." Because of the logical 

flow of research, broad topics like "User Acceptance" were examined first, and 

narrower topics like "Stress Si~ulation" came later. This does not imply one to 

be more important than the other. 

In attempting to establish a list of five potential topics for research, 

the authors decided it would be most sensible to establish priorities based on 

the levels of need and interest the topics currently reflect in the Human 

Factors Laboratory and our literature surveys. While this is definitely a 

subjective process, it is an acceptable method of comparing suCtl widely diverse 

topics. The following list represents the results, with rank number 1 

representing the most pressing topic: 

1. User Acceptance {3.1} 

2. Stress Simulation {3.6} 

3. Transfer of Training {3.2} 

4. Organizational Communication {3. 4} 

5. Training Models {3.3} 
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TECHNO'_OGY ASSESSMENT AND NEEIlS ANALYSIS 

1.0 Animation 

Several areas have oeen identified in which the re search intersts of th e 

UCF Department of Computer Science are compatiole with the goals and needs of 

NTEC. The first of these areas is low-cost animation Doth as a design aid for 

higher f idel ity systems, and as a useful tool In Its own right. 

1.1 Neerls 

i1any devices that students at the Naval Training and Equipment Center IT!lI5t 

learn to use are extraordinarily complex. This complexity can re sul t In 

prohibitive cost or unacceptable danger when trai ning is done on the real 

del Ivery system. But it can be more costly to send out an improperly trained 

i nd i v i du a 1 . 

One way to deal with this need is to deliver some or all of the traini llg 

through computer simulations that use animation to provide the visual cues 

occurring in the actual environments. The utility of this approach has been 

shown in expensive systems and more recently in medium priced workstations such 

as those provided by Bolt, Beranek and Newman in their steam propulsion 

simulation called Steamer. 

1. 2 Obj ec t I ves 

The Navy, as well as others with the responsibi 1 ity for training a larqe, 

diversified audience in the use of high technology is finding itself more and 

more committed to providing Simulated, rather than real-I ife experiences. This 

choice is sometimes necessary since the real-life activity is too dangerous, or 

Is just too expensive to carryon. Simulation al50 provides the opportunity to 

tai lor the experience to an individual's needs rather than to a set of more 

general goals. 
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One of the mo s t useful tools in simulat ion is animat ion. This is an 

integral part of flight simulators and anti-tank trainers. In the future we c an 

expect more animation to be used in such subjects as decision making exercioes, 

equipment familiarization and failure diagnosis. But before this use can become 

widespread, it wi 11 be necessary to create affordable, easy to use systems i n 

which 10'", to medium fidel ity animation can be developed and del ivered. It 1S to 

that goal that we propose to direct ourselves. 

1.3 Problem Overview 

In the very near past computer graphics systems that could provide the 

resolution needed for decent animation were expensive and hard to use. Rec e nt 

advances in the area of large scale and very large scale integrated circuit,; 

technology have radically reduced the cost of such systems. Yet, certain 

aspects of the human interface have seen relatively little i;nprovement. 

Animation is still a batch process, not allowing for real-time display and 

editing, even during the prototyping stage . 

Several systems are now in existence to help with the human interface, so 

far as writing the scripts for animation. Anima II at Ohio State reduces the 

preparation time by providing a user interface that is geared more to the 

animator than to the computer technician . By employing a notation similar to 

that used in music, the Dial language developed at Brown attempts to make t he 

parallelism of events roore Obvious. Even so, these systems are still primarily 

batch oriented. The animation is developed one frame at a time, and recorded 

for later display. Moreover they require high cost host systems. 

1.4 Low Cost Systems 

Al t hough feature film quality animation is still an expensiv e process, 

requiring high powered machines and displays with enormous color variation s , 
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mediu.l1 fidelity, real-time animation is now possible using inexpensive 

microcomputers. The major advance that makes this possible is graphics chirs as 

those used in the ALari, COfTlT1odore and Texas [nsLruments low end compuLers. 

These chips are capable of si'Tlultaneously controlling the movement of several 

screen objects. The computer's main processor does not need to be concerned 

with erasing redrawing figures, in order to simulate motion. This, in effec t, 

means that parallel ism can be achieved cheaply by the use of inexpensive, 

special purpose processors. 

The problem with low-cost graphics systens is the lack of a good user 

interface. Most microcomputer animation is performed in assembly language dnd 

BaSiC, with a small amount done in Pascal. The only advances seen here are in 

animation libraries such as the Atari routines developed by Fox and Waite, and 

the Pascal system of Moshell and Hughes. 

1.5 A Proposed System 

We feel that a major advance in low-cost animation is achievable when the 

design of animation hardware, software and the user interface are treated a') one 

integrated project. 

Our steps will be to determine: 

i) the animation effects required Lo support training exercises. 

ii) a user-friendly way of describing and editing animation sequences. 

iii) a compact representation for these sequences. 

iv) the hardware necessary to achieve a pleasing graphical di s play of the 

effects represented in the user's description. 

Each of these design steps wi 11 be carried out in unison. [t is our 

intention to avoid the temptation to add fancy graphics features Lhat are not 

addressable through the standard user interface. 
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I The user interface is perhaps the roost challenging phase. Anima II ann 

I 
Dial are two possible models, but so is the object-oriented interface provided 

by Xerox's Smalltalk-8D system. We plan to experiment with several such 

I approaches. During these experiments we will build prototype graphics 

processors uSing bit-s I iced technologies. IoIhen a final choice is made, we "i II 

I then com"nit to a VlSl implementation. 

I 
2.0 Data Base Technology 

2.1 Needs 

I 
:-lany of the training activities carried out .Jt NTEe require iJrqe volu:les 

of data to be stored, and then retrieved at very high access rates. With an 

I increased emphasis on the use of computers to carry out much of the trainin~ 

process, the need for an effective way to quickly process data base queries 

I becomes even more cr it i cal. 

2.2 Data Base Machines 

I Relational data bases are becoming roore and more corrrnon due to the clo ';e 

I association of this computer representation to the logical views we may wish to 

take. Queries of such data bases are translated to operations on relational 

I tables, e.g., select all entry in relation R, where the occupation field is 

I 
laborer. Simple operations refer to only a sinqle relational table. More 

complex queries may involve look ing at a rei at ion that can be inferred fro,n the 

I contents of several tables. 

To make the above clearer, we can consider a data base that consists of two 

I relational tables. The first associates people, as represented by their na,nes, 

with their occupations. The second associates occupations with OSHA categories, 

I and the labor union to which people with this occupation normally belong. 

I 
I 
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Relation 1 

Name 

Adams 
Baker 
Or ak e 
E 19in 
Everly 
,'1art i n 
Travers 

Relat ion 2 

Occupat i on 

Auto Worker 
,'1 i ner 
Professor 
Steel 'Iorker 
Teacher 
Trucker 

OSHA 

2 
1 
6 
4 
5 
1 

Occupat i on 

Trucker 
Professor 
Trucker 
"~iner 
Auto Wor~er 
Steel Worker 
Teacher 

Union 

UAW 
AMA 
AFT 
Teamsters 
AFT 
Teamsters 

Wit'] just relat ion 1, we can answer such queries as, "Print Name, where 

Occupation=Trucker." The more complicated query, "Print Name, where Union= .~FT," 

requires us to first join the two relat ions together, usinq the COlllmon 

Occupation field to guarantee proper alignment. We then select only those 

I entries where the Union field is AFT. Finally. we project and print the na,oe 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

fields of all selected entries. 

Relational data bases can be implemented on conventional architecLures, but 

might better be performed on multiprocessor systems that dedicate a processor to 

each relational table. 

The objective of this project is to build a multiprocessor relational daLa 

base machine and to study the effectiveness of Lhis configuration in answering 

user queries. The processors are loosely connected via a co~non bus with one 

processor acting as a bus arbitrator as well as the interface to the external 

world. The relational data hase is partitioned across the secondary stores of 
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the processors, with each processor managing the portion of the data bas e under 

its control. 

A user query received by the interface processor is decompos ed into ha , ic 

relational operations and forwarded to the appropriate processor(s) for 

execut ion. Thus support for both inter and intraquery parall al i sm i s set up by 

the system. The proc es s ing of the basic relational operations is built int " 

eac h processor with very lit t le communication required with other p,'oce s s or'" 

except for compl e x operations that join multiple r elations. 

This multiproces sor archit ecture for a database mac hine off er s an 

attractive alternative to the sequential nature of process ing offered by oLler 

approaches. 

3.0 Artifi c ial Intelligence 

Current advances in computer hardware have far out done advances in 

software. The gap promises to become even wider with the advent of fifth 

generat ion machines. Software mu s t catch up by tak ing bold steps into the 

realms of artificial in te lligence. The dreams of programs that understand, 

dreams that were so mocked during the 1970's, mu s t become the real itie s of the 

1980's. Of particular importance to the training requirements of NT EC are 

advances in natural language under s tanc1ing and in the development of expert 

sys t ems . 

4.0 Sunmary 

~,e have found that there are three technological areas that are being 

researched by the Computer Sc ience Department at UCF and that can have a 

pOSitive impact on the work being carried out at NTEC. These area s are low-c ost 

animation, data base machine architectures and artificial intelligence. 

Our interests in animation sy s tens derive froln two existing efforts. One 
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involves the design of user interfaces that allow non-programmers to develo fl 

anirnation software as part of training packages. To date our work here has been 

oriented towards high school teachers, hut the lessons learned should carryover 

to those developing Naval training exercises. Our second related effort is in 

VLSI design. A high level animation chip is an interesting test case for the 

VLSI design procedures we are developing. 

Our contribution to data base retrieval problems are greatly aiden by the 

fact that we have interest and expertise in both the software ann har dware 

aspects. 

Finally, we have developed natural language interfdces to improve people' s 

problem solving skills in several areas, including the progra'll'ning of 

applications programs for banks. The methods used in solving these proble,n> can 

easily apply to several categories of needs felt ~y NTEC. 
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[,0 Introduction 

SUBTASK IV - - - TRAINING VALUE 

TECHNOLOGY ASSES9'IENT AND NEEDS ANAL Y5I S 

The basic research and exploratory development programs are designerl to 

give the Navy the most cost effective training systeins and equipments, The,e 

training systems flrovide the operating forces with the sk i llerl Oflerators and 

maintainers for the Navy's tactical weapon systems. But, in tonay's r.omput"r 

technological explosion, the sophist icat ion and complexity of weapons syste'n, 

places an arlditional challenge on the Navy's training proyrlns. Just as weanan 

system technology is changing to provide the IOOSt cost effect ive defense 

posture, so must the training systems that provide the skilled :nanpower change. 

The objective of this study was to rletermine the state-of-the-art in tle 

measurement of the value of simulation training practices in military training 

activities, and to assess the need for new approaches or improved methodolo]ies 

to be used in evaluating simulation training value. As indicated in Section 2.0 

of thi s report, most of the previous work done in the area of training syst ems 

evaluation has been focused on the development of methodologies for measuring 

the cost and effectiveness of such systems. It is felt however, that before d 

given training system design can be evaluated, it is first necessary to 

determine a value base for training which will permit the deterlnination of Ule 

worth of a particular system to the user. This suggests that some mea sure of 

benefit to the user be made for such a training system, poss ibly in terms of 

cost savings for training and improved operational effectiveness for the 

'Tlilitary system under consideration, With this inestigation and analysis 

completed an assessment can then be as to where a research investment can lead 

to the increased efficiency of the training system. 
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The interest in the subject of training value has resulted from ques ti ons 

concerning effectiveness that are frequently raised during the planning. 

programming and budgeting process for training syst~~ and equipment. Training 

systems and major devices are subjected to the same critical review and pri ority 

deterlninat ion as are the tact ical systems which they wi 11 support. Although 

cost and training effectiveness evaluations have been conducted, th ey cover only 

a limited portion of the overall military traininq system (Ref. 1). Even ir" 

this most recent paper, the authors caution the reader to use the informati on 

carefully. The cases that are used to develop quantitative cos t eff ectiven!'s'> 

data are 1 imited and show variation in cost but always are les s expensive t o 

operate than the operational system. The transfer effectiveness is handled more 

subjectively but is generally at least as good as training on the operation"l 

system. There are very few cases where intensive controlled experiments have to 

be conducted to determine the cost and training effectiveness of a training 

dev ice. 

Why should the issue of training value be pursued? The summary of the 

effectiveness studies reported on by Orlansky, String and Chatellier cover the 

areas of flight training including transition training of pilots, maintenanl.e 

training and computer aided and computer managed instruct ion '> (Ref. 1). The 

flight training studies relate basically to flying skills rather than to the 

tact ical employment of the aircraft. The maintenance area had very fe'" 

experiments upon which to develop data. The maintenance training experiments 

cover a wide range of maintenance levels and operational syst~ns. The 

Inaintenance levels include: operational or line maintenance, intermediate ~nd 

depot maintenance. Operational systems cover a WIde range of complexities ~ nd 

technologies. The 15 evaluation studie'> in the maintenance area represent s a 

very small sample. The computer aided and managed in s tructional systems ar <~ 

most corr.:non in the basic skill training areas. Application of this technol<lgy 
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has been very limited in the system-specific training areas. 

The ability of planning and acquisitions managers to address the 

effectiveness of alternatives in the training of operators, maintainers and 

teams is severely I irnited. They have relatively few tools to assist thern. 1n 

the ahsence of those too 1 s, program dec i s ions are marle on the bas is of the 

experience factor. The inventory of training equipment for the services in 

these areas is extensive. This indicates that the ar')Ulnents are logi ca l and 

supportable in the planning process. The question that isn't answered is, i ra .. 

often are progr~ns killed because there was inarlequate cost and trdining 

effectiveness data to support the planning? These data can be 5unnarized a, 

follows: 

1. Cost and effectiveness studies have only been connuct ed fur a sma l l 

number of components of the training systems with small samples. 

2. The inventory of training devices is extensive. 

3. Many training needs do not have the cost and training effectiveness 

data necessary to support the budget process. 

2.0 Methods and models for assessing simulator cost and effectiveness. 

2.1 Need for cost and effectiveness models. 

One of the primary functions on top management in an organizati on is to 

make ohjective decisions based on the best available data. One of th e tool'> 

available to managers is the use of various models to support the decision 

process. But the development of a viahle, practical and reI iahle model is not a 

simple task. Training system top management is faced with the sa;ne issue in the 

dec is ion process as are the other components of the Depart,nent of Defense. [n 

fact, at some point in the process they become a recommender or supporter of 

training programs ilnd training equipments rather than the ultimate deci s ion 
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authority. Therefore, the need for effective models to support management 

objectives is essential. 

The first question one must ask is, do any training and cost effectiveness 

inodels exist within the services of the Department of Defense? In order to 

answer this question two literature searches were initiated, one 'Nithin the 

Department of Defense (Ref. 3) and the other through NASA (Ref. 4). 

The literature search led to the development of the bibl iography set f Clt-th 

in Appendices 1 and 3. These Appendices contain the referenc es whi c h were 

considered relevant to the training and cost effectiveness issues. fhen 

selected references were ordered for detailed rev i ew and analysis. 

The initial effort of that review and analysis was to trace the dev e lo pment 

of training and cost effectiveness models in each of the three Services: Army, 

Navy and Air Force. [n undertaking the analysis such questions as model 

appl icabi I ity, effect iveness, and frequency of use were addressed. From this 

analysis an assessment of the current status of such models was attempted. 

The results of this phase will then determine the specific scope and d 2pth 

of the next phase of the investigation. If the existing models are being 

utilized and are effective, the investigation would then look into the reas ] ns 

why there is no experimental data to support the decision lnoliels. If there is 

little utility of existing models, what dre the reasons that limit its 

usefulness or appl icat ion? 

2. 2 Existing methods and models for assessing simulator trainer cost and 

effect iveness. 

The next task involved in a detai led review of the cost and training 

effectiveness models identified in the literature search for the three servi ces: 

Army , Navy and Air Force. The search did not revea I any I~ar i ne Corps mode Is. 
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2.2.1 U.S. Army Models 

Of the two Ar:ny related references (Ref. 4 and Ref. 5) which were obtained, 

only one that in fact reported on any Army Training and Cost Effectiveness 

Mode 1 s i ~ Ref. 4. The repor t was prepared for the U. S. Army Researc h Ins tit u te 

for Behavioral Sciences and was issued in September of 1980. 

The report is especially valuahle since it summarizes the characteristics 

of a number of Cost and Training Effectiveness MOdels that were reported on in 

the liter'ature. Eleven models are reviewed and the essential featw'es of Ule 

models were summarized. The models that were cited include: 

1. Training Efficiency Estimation Model (TEEM), Jorgensen dnd Hoffer - 1978 

(Army) . 

2. Training Consonance Analycis (TCII), Ha'f11ey and Thomasen - 1975 (Army). 

3. Coordianted Human Resource Technology (CHMT), Goclowski, et. al.- 19/8 (Air 

Force) . 

4. Training Effectiveness, Cost Effectiveness Prediction (TECEP), Braby, et. 

al. - 1975 (Navy). 

5. Combined Arms Research and Analysis Facility (CARAF). BOM - 1976 (Army). 

6. Method of Designing Instructional Alternatives (MODIA), Carpenter-Huff nan , 

el. a1. - 1977 (Army). 

7. Digital Avionics Information System - Training Requirements Analysis :~odel 

User's Guide (DAISITRAMUG, Czuchny. et. a1. - 1978 (Air Force). 

8. Training Developers Decision (TDDA), Piere, el. al. - 1979 (Army). 

9. 8-1 SAT, Sugarman, et. al. - 1975 (Air Force). 

10. Army CTEA Methods in Current Use (9 cases listed and each case briefly 

descr i bed) . 
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11. Methods for the Analysis of Training ilevices/ Simulation s . No basic moriel 

exists. The estimating models are generally inadequate *(Wheaton, el. al. 

- 1976). Not considered within scope of the study since the process i<. 

complex and detailed. 

The report then goes on to describe the methods devised hy th e contrdc tor 

to meet the CTEA methodology needs. The first method i s empirical. It is \0 tJe 

used for predict ing trainina programs ~nd est imat ing their effect. iveness. The 

second rnethod is an interim procedure for oealing with the trainability isslle 

wh i I e more ref i ned methods are deve I opeo, and the 1 as t he i ng a cos t :rode I. 

The genera I CTEA model is shown in Figure V-I of Reference 4. Thi> Inodel 

indicates the procedures to follow recognizing that conditions are differen ~ on 

every project. Table V-I shows the method available for each phase of the 

process. Of particular interest to this investigation is the lnethod cited for 

es t irnat ing training effect iveness. The report states that three methods for the 

estimation of effectiveness appear possible: 

(a) Analysis of how well a proposed training program "fit s" the task t o be 

trained. 

(b) Expert judgment about the relative effectiveness of a set up proposed 

progr arns. 

(c ) Generalization of the demonstrated effectiveness of the training 

programs of one task to the training programs of all nearly identicdl 

(analogous) tasks. 

Th e following metrics were obtained from the effect iveness models set forth 

in Table V-I. 

I. The TEE~ efficiency ratio = 

score of an estimated progr~n with real world constraints divided by the 

score of an idealized program with no constraints. 
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2. DIVAD GUN method = ordered ranking of alternatives by a panel of experts 

with experience in closely related ~ystelfls. 

3. Analogous task method = empirical effect ivenes~ of analogous tas k is 

app l ied to the target task. 

4. TRAINVICE Method. 

Obtain an estimate of effectiveness for each suhtask trained 11Y a devi ce . 

The separate estimates are then comnined to ontain an overall device 

effect iveness. 

This 11E'tric is qualified in the report. "It is also iroportanl. to note lildt 

since there is not a way Lo combine the effectiveness est imat ion melr'ics of noth 

training devices and training programs to yield a single metric as an estim dte 

of the e f fectiveness of the training program with the device, I.he estimation of 

the effectiveness of the training device and the effectiveness of the train,ng 

program must be considered as separate issues." 

2.2.2 U.S. Air Force Models. 

Of the two Air Force references selected for detailed review, one was 

actually a reprint of the relative cost and trainlng effectiveness study of the 

6883 (Ref. 6) three-dimensional simulator and actual equipment (19BO). The 

other was a Master's thesis entitled, "A Cost Effectiveness Approach for Air 

Crew Training with Laser Guided Tactical Weapons ( 1973) (Ref. 7). 

No model was referred to as the nasis for predicting the training cost 

effectiveness of the 6883 Test Station Simulator. In the conclusion of the 

report the statement is made that students trained on the simulator performed as 

well as the students trained on the actual equipment. !l was also pointed ou t 

that actual training benefits of the simulator were probably not realized 

because the simulator was designed in view of a "replacement" philosophy. 
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Given a "supplemental" objective improved perfor lnance be~omes a major factor and 

an analysis of cost benefits in light of different levels of performan~e s ki II 

is more appropriate. Cost effectiveness is computed as the cost per student 

hour using the simulator and the actual equipment life ~ycle cost projections. 

The r'laster's thesis written by Maj. Claude G. Kincaid In 1973 (Ref, 7) 

treats the employment of an aircraft in a tactical mission. From that 

standpoint it is the only document in the literature reviewed that addresse-, 

tactical training. Although simulators were considered Lhey were not pursu~d 

he~ause at the time the study there were no simulators with a tact ic al wea pun 

del ivery capabi 1 ity. Various other alternat ives were considered in the study, 

The tactical training problem selected for the t.hesis is fortunate. A well 

recognized metric exists to measure performance of the trainee. Thi s Inetric: is 

the circular error average (CEA) or the circular error probahle (eEP). Another 

interesting a spect of this training scenario is Ulat cost effectiveness inc l udes 

the cost of the various alternat ive weapons that would he used to perform the 

training, The other studies or mOdels do not consider the cost of weapon~ 

expended. 

Although there were no direct citations of Air For ce document s that 

contained Training and Cost [ffect iveness Models, two references of Air For::e 

Models were c ited in (Ref. 4). Since they are inc luded in Army sec tion'> th "y 

will not be addressed separately here. 

2,2.3 U.S. Navy Models 

The U,S. Navy has focused considerable effort on the evaluation of the cost 

and training effectiveness of proposed instructional delivery systems that has 

resulted in the development of a fairly comprehensive evaluat ion model, the 

TECEP technique (Ref. 8). Some early work by Wi 11 is and Peterson in 1961 
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(Ref. 9 ) on the application of learning theory principles to training devi c e 

planning provided a basis for the delineation of Naval task categories. Thal 

work apparently set the stage for some work done by Chenzoff and Folley in 1965 

(Ref. 10) on training analysis by means of the task analysis "Iethod. Addil ional 

work done by Rhodes, et a!. in 1970 (Ref. II) provided a means for analyzing and 

selecting media options, and further work done by Bernstein and Gonzales il l 1971 

(Ref. I~) on learning and retention provided important groundwork for 

delinealing task category priorilies for inslruClional delivery syslems. 

In 1972 a prototype Training Effectiveness and Cosl Effecliveness 

Predict ion (TECEP) i10del was developed hy Braby, et. al. (Ref. 8 ). The rECEP 

technique is a method for opt imizat ion of lraining media allocal ion on the bas is 

of fixed training effectiveness and minimum cost. The overall Inodel consi<.ls of 

three sub-models, each of which could function independently if so desired by a 

user. The sub-models are media subslitution and seleclion, I ife cycle cosl, and 

optimization. The HCEI' approach involves nine s teps as follows: 

1. Task descriplion and analysis. 

2. De scription of personnel characterislics. 

3. Grouping of training tasks and training slages. 

4. Lleterminat ion of useful media opt ions. 

5. Calculation of media cos l faclors. 

6. Selection of guidelines on media subslitution and tran s fer. 

7. Selection of primary and alternative mixes of media. 

8. Optimization for least cost. 

9. Economic analysi s and instruclional system recommendalion,. 

In order t o lesl its feasibi I ily, the TECEP model was appl ied lo the rA-4 

aircraft lraining sy s tem. This involved a training analysis of the TA-4 
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training program so as to determine possible media substitutions. Using A- 'l 

pilots, a mix of training media was selected for each task from possible media 

alternatives, such as classroom, cockpit procedure~ trainer, Device 2F90, DI-vice 

2F90 wit~ wide angle visual, aircraft plus instructor and actual carri er 

landin~. 

So as to facilitate the optimization process the TE CEP motiel was 

computerized. The outputs of the computer were; 

(1) media life cycle cost per utilization hour~ for JII media considered 

(2) media hours per trainee for the existing system and an optimal sy stem 

s e lected by a linear program 

(3) an alternative cost comparison between the existing ~ystem and the sy~LeITI 

chosen by the linear program 

The basic assumption of the TECEP model is that the allernative traini 19 

systems proposed will all produce personnel trained to an equal lev e l of 

proficiency. [n other words, it is assumed that each alternative is design"d to 

have equal training effectiveness. This is a reasonable assumption given t llat 

the same degree of expertise and judqment has heen supplied in the se lec tion of 

media options and other trade off decisions in the TECEP evaluation process. 

Unfortunately, the model is not capable of identifying or selecting (from anong 

the feasible set) the most efficient merlia. The Inodel does not uti I ize any 

Jptimization criteria for ascertaining effectiveness or efficiency. This 

appears to be the most significant weakness of the morlel and more or less limit 

its use to cost trade-offs between alternative media sets. 

2.3 Measurement co~nonalities and definitions for cost effectiveness. 

One of the object ives of thi s technolo~ical assessment was to detel"lni ne if 

there are any cOlrmonal ities in the measurements used for training cost and 
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effectiveness. It is obvious from the data previously pre sented that ther e is 

no common metric for the measurement of training effectiveness . Thi s conclu sio n 

is parti cularly Significant. The fact that there are continuing research 

efforts Tn the area of training effectiveness given recognition to the 

importance that silnulat ion and traininq devices as well as automated 

instruct ional sys tems are playing and wi 11 cont inue to play in the futur· e . 

There is also a recognition that a great deal more must he understood of th e 

role that simulators and training devices can pl ay in increasing the efficic,Tcy 

of training as we ll as reduce its costs. 
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;\11 of the morlels that were reviewed arldressed the cost effect ivenes s 

issue. The cost metric developed in the Air Forc e report on the relative cos t 

anrl training effectiveness of the 6883 three-dimensional simulator (Ref. 6) 

versus actual equipment is the cost per sturlent hour. Although there were ,> ome 

slight rlifferences in computation of costs, they dll generally included 

acquisition as well as life cycle support costs for alternative syst e'ns. Til e 

Master's thesis of Capt. Kincade (Ref. 7) introducerl the element of expendi ng 

weapons and the cost of those weapons in achieving a prescriherl proficiency 

level. In the training and cost effectiveness report on mi 1 itary tr a ining 

syste'ns of [Jr. Orlanky and String & Chatelier (Ref. l) tactical wedpon 

del ivery exercise s were not adrlressed. 

In sum,nary it can be stated that there is no measurement commonal ity f ur 

training effect iveness . Stated in another 'Nay, there is no COlllnon metric ttlat 

is well understood and its significance accepted in the planning for and 

managing the acquisition of new weapon systems. The si,nilarity or differences 

in tactical and non-tactical metrics may be interesting to explore now that 

visual systems have opened up areas in tac tical training that we re not 

previously possihle. Specifically. dir-to-grounrl weapon delivery an rl air-t o-air 

combat. 
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2.4 Macro-view of current cost-effectiveness model applications and their 

relative degree of utility in simulation training planning. 

The initial phase of the technological assessment addressed the 

identification of training and cost effectiveness Inodels and the determinatIOn 

of the existence of one or more IneasLJrements that were basic or yeneric in 

nature. In this phase of the assessment, effect iveness measurement experim,'nts 

were reviewed to determine what portion of the total training syste'" of the Navy 

could be supported and just ified based on proven experimental data. 

In order to perform this analysis it wi II first be necessary to briefly 

define the Navy training system with simplified models as shown on Figures 1 and 

2. Given the model, then the current inventory of training equipment \Vi II he 

identified with the various training programs. !<lith these data available, '_he 

result of training effectiveness/cost effectiveness evaluations c an be rela~ed 

to specific training programs. The results of this analysis WOLJld establ ish 

that a portion of Navy training programs are supp<)rted by effect iveness dat.l. 

This does not imply that training programs and their associated training 

equipment are ineffect ive. In rnerely means that there is no experimental d.jta 

to support the training effectiveness. 

Another useful concept that would assist in this analysis is the "level of 

training concept." This level of training struc ture has been de pi c ted in Figure 

3 as a pyramid. The base level of the pyramid is visually referred to as t 'le 

basic skills level. This level generally equates to recruit training and "A" 

schools in the Navy's Training COlTllland. The aids and devices in the inventJry 

'"hich support these schools are usually of low dollar value but quantities are 

large. The second level can be divided into two sublevels. The first subl e vel 

is assoc iated with individual operation and maintainer training programs for 
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specific equipments . The second sublevel is assoc iated with singl e pl at fon ll 

teams, such as submarine and surface ship cOlnbat systeln center tedms, so nar 

teams, airborne ASW teams and the like. The "C" schools and Fleet Trainin g 

Centers support the se training programs. The largest percentage of th ,' hi ghly 

complex training device inventory support thi s tr~ining. The third le v ~ l of 

training is the multi-unit coordinated tacti c al training. Tac t ic. al "Iar 9 a 'n in~ 

would also be included in this level. The number of trainees that r'"qui re t~ i s 

level of training are few; the training sy s tems that support thi s lr' o in i ll lJ ar e 

complex and expensive. The decision making ski lis are the criti ca l LrJi n in g 

areas. Such factors as the assessment of the Lhreat and the deplo~ne nt of 

forces hased on avai lable resourc es would he key issues. 
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3.0 Review of task categories and their suitability/adaptability to simul ation 

Rased on the training device distrihuted throughout the Ndvy's traini n0 

systern and the training programs where there i; experi;nental evidence to '>U PPOr' L 

training and cost effectiveness one can conclude that only a frac tion (If Lh r 

various categories of training have been formally val idated. Again, this lir:,;, 

not mean that training devices are not effective nor that si~ulat or' mlJ st bp 

slJbstituted for operational equipment in every case. It docs medn thdt 

conducting controlled experiments is a very costly and time consu "rin ~ prnce' ,s , 

This is evident from the limited number of studies tilat have heen ref er encer) . 

It also indicates that flight training has received special atLent i on. The 

safety aspects of fl ight, the high cost of fl ight training as well a', 

proficiency flying have caused a major and continuing focus on fllghL 

simulators, and rightfully so. 

This background is presented to introduce the discussion of the task 

cdtegories identified in Ref. 13. The bulk of the inventory of train i ng de'Jices 

supports individual operator and unit or Inulti-unit team tactic~1 trdinin<], 

Without benefitting from an intensive analysis it can he assumed that a Inaj ')rity 

of the training scenarios include a majority or all of the task categnries. 

Data previously presented points out the complexity and difficulty of applying 

IS~ procedures to training devices. This deduction i<; indirectly s"pported by 

the lack of references in the literature reporting on the u.e of the various 

training and cost effectiveness models. Informal discuss i ons with people in the 

training community tends to support the percept ion that the,e models dre not 

frequent ly used. When they are used the appl icat ions tend to be in U,e ar eas of 

sk i 11 training. 
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T~is p~eamhle to the ~eview of the task catego~ie5 anll the 

suitability/adaptability to simulation sets the s tage f o~ what will hecoille 

~athe~ complex and difficult task. If we adcf~es5 single unit and multi-unit 

tactical team t~aining it can be viewed as a l a ~ge scale :nulli-inrut, 

;nulti-out.put system in '"hich deci s ions mu s t be made with va~yiny cl eQI' ee, of 

fi lte~inCj o~ noise in the comnrunicat ion 1 inb. The t~aininy p~oc ess is furlile~ 

compl i ca ted since the~e may be rno~e than one acceptable solut ion to Lhl' p~o" l.."n. 

If the tr'dining scena~io involves a two- s ined ya,ne, an drJditional comp l oxity 

facto~ i s acfded. A trdining and cost effec tiveness expel'imental design fOl' d 

full unit or multi-unit team training scenal'io can beco,ne too compl ex and I.,hw. 

too cost ly. 

This places us in so'newhat of a dilelTrna. The decomposition of a complex 

proce ss invo lving numerous individuals into its detailed components or task;. is 

ext~emely complex. On the other hand it is ext~emely difficult to de s ign 

t~aining and cost effectiveness expe~iments that will validate the training 

p~ovide<1 hy these systems. It appe ars as though the process of tdsk 

decomposition offe~s the better choice of these two options. Task decompos i tion 

and analy s is will lead to a better unde~standing of the individual tasks. ','his 

in turn will lead to a better unde~ s tanding of the individual skill required, 

the bes t way t o train for those skill s considering time to achieve proficiellcy. 

~etention and forgetting rates and the like. when these basic training 

object ives are defined they should result in aid s ann uevices which are at Lhe 

lower end of the cost spectrum. 

This approacll does leave tne job of Vaining an integrated teallls to sY 'itellls 

identical or similar to current team type t~ainees. (Individual ope~at ol' 

t~aining ski lis a~ e not t~ained on complex team t~ainer devices.) 
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4.0 Review of media options and their relative cost effectivenes, in 

accomplishing training in certain task categories. 

The :nedia opt ions that are usually considered in cost and training 

effectiveness models are set forth in Table 1. These options >lere obtained frorn 

Table 4, p. 11 of Ref. 13. The objective of the TECEP I ~orlel is to achi eve an 

optimum match of tasks, learning objectives, and the most cost effective 

instructional media. A review of the instructional media listed in Taille 

shows that the 20 media 1 isted, a majority of them are at the 10>1 end of th,' 

cost spectrum. Those media are usually associated >lith the delivery of ba~;'c 

skills or information on the operation and mainta i nance of equipment weapon 

systems. [n cost ing out these opt ions a dist inct ion must be made between the 

instructional material development costs and the delivery system costs. 

Ahen one looks at the training device end of the media sel ec tion matri:( 

there are fewer alternatives. The cost of these systems are usually extremely 

high, some approaching the cost of the operational systems which they silnul ,]te. 

These devices usually support operational dnd sin'Jle platform tea", training, 

This training device (;~edia) segment of the spectrum is the area that 15 nO c 

specifically addressed in (Ref. 4) because of its scope ann complexity. 

These data can only lead to one conclusion, there is insufficient 

theoretical or experimental data for inclusion in a general training device 

training and cost effectiveness model. The development of these data is not 

anticipated to be a simple taSk. The slope of the cost versu s 

effectiveness/fidelity curve is steep; the incorporation of incr eased capability 

and fidel ity results in geometric cost increases. Although each service has 

experimented with the "low-cost" trainer as an alternative to the traditional 

operational fl ight trainer or weapon system trainer, there is I itt Ie in the 

lil~r' dl"re th,lt 'l",)nl.ific\ th,~ cost ver'>", td<,k trdinin'l ('ffl·r:l.iv ~ ,,('r., 
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relationships. The establi~h"lent of sur. h r'elationships are essential if tht, 

training and cost effectiveness model are to be appl ied to :naj or training ~)"stem 

design discussions. These decisions are :nade during the concept formulatio," 

phase of the program. Another aspect of r.ost that generally ha~ not heen 

addressed relates to those r.ases when the cos t of a training device actuall y 

exceeds that of the operational equ ipme nt that it supports. Ar e th e,-e 

circu.stances where the operational equipment is not a suitabl e trai n in g 

vehicle? In these circumstances would it he more logical to use the power dnd 

effectiveness of simulation ter.hnoloqy (given th e effectiveness has been 

estab li ~hed) even if the training devir.e ar.quisition co'>t equals or exr.eeds the 

cost of the operat ional equipment? In the~e r.ases other f actors mu ,t be 

included in the r.ost model. These could include: safety (injur'y or death), 

potential damage or destrur.tion of the operationa l system, need for exte nsi ve 

firing ranges to ,nea su re performance, lack of adequate tactical gaming area"" 

potential environmental impact, and the like . 

The data on effectiveness of spec ific media IS at best ~parr.e for the ,~ajor 

device (high cost). This lack of validated data forces der.isions to he mad ,' on 

the basi s of past experience and judgment. When there has been a significant 

inr.rease in weapon system r.apahility becaus e of technological ad vancements the r e 

is the possibility that these judgments are incorrect. There is a logical 

argument to attempt to increase the knowledge base on training and cost 

effectiveness metrics for media/training devices dt the high cost portion o f the 

spectrum. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16 . 

17. 
18. 
19. 
20 . 

CCT'I 
PI (L) 
PI (B) 
SRS (T /S ) 

SRS (AV) 
PIA 
CAl (MM) 
LCD (AV) 
VTR 
LEC r / TEXT 

PA 
Carre I /:o\ock -Up 
S I:~ 
SI'1/AA 
PROC TNR 
PROC TNR/ AA 

i~anua I PROC TNR 
C/Gami nq 
OP/SYS 
OP/SYS & SIM 

TAllLE 1 

ME DIA IN ME DIA SELEC T IUN MAT RI X 

Closed Circuit Tel evi s ion WithouL Feedback 
'- inear Progrdrtlned In s truc t ion Text 
Progr~~ned Instruct ion Text With Branching 
Student Re sponse Sys tem, Feedb dck to Teacher dnd 
Stud ents 
Student Response System with J\udi o- Visual Prog r alll 
Portable Instruc tor Aid s (projectors and r ecordi n' I ~) 
Computer Assisted Instrur:ti on witll :1ixecJ ;'ledid 
Learner-Centered AV Oevice~ - Carrel 
Portable Vi deo Tape Recorder Syst em 
Conventiona l Classroo:n: instruct or , lec ture dnd 

textbook 
Performance Aid s 
Audio-Visual Carre l \<lith Equipment 11ock-Ur 
Simulator 
Simulator with Automati c and Adaptive Fea t ures 
Computer Acti vated Procedure Trai ner 
Computer Activat ed Procedure Trainer wi th Aut orn atic 

and Adaptive Features 
Manual Procedure Trainer 
Computer Gaming Trainer 
Operationa I System 
Operational System Plus Simulation 
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5. 1) .~eeds Analysis 

As ~ result of the literature search and the andlysis of th e data one IIIUSt 

conclude that there are no widely used dnd generally accepted training dnd (O~t 

effect ivenes s models. The majority of the effect iveness eVdluat ions are 

summarized in [Jr. Orlansky's et al. paller publish ed in the Proceed inc)s of t he 

4th Interservice Industry Training Equipment Conference (Ref. 1). A~ staleri 

previous ly, the port ion of the training eC]uipment inventory covered by ,> uch 

evaluations is extremely limited. 

The model ing effort which has been decompl ished to date is ba sica lly ClI'> t 

effectiveness oriented and limited in application to low cost media. There is 

still a good deal of experience and judgment which must be ex er c hed in the 

media selection when using the model for complex t.raining devices. In addition 

these cost models are generally being applied to the low cost, individual, basic 

training portion of the training system. There is little evidence in the 

I iterature that would assist in media st?lect ion and cost versus effect ivene'>s 

trade-offs for devices which support advanced individual and team training. 

This impl ies that the basic components of a model that would be necessjry 

for its construction are not available in a usabl e form or arc unknown. Th \.' 

model c01nponents whi ch are essential if training anc! cost effectiveness iss IC S 

are to be addressed in the development of advanced training systems are in t he 

area of single platform team training. 

Th e task of applying the twelve basic learning al torithms, ( Ref. 14) t~ 

complex team training scenarios is difficult. There i s no informati on reprinted 

in the I iterature that has been reviewed to indi c ate that. it has been 

succe ss fully accompl ished. In fact (Ref. 4) indi c ates that the task is 

difficult and complex. In order to develop the data f or inclusion in a mod e l 

th ere is need for basic research into the area of combat sys te:n ted!1l training. 
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-
The rJevelopment of the cOlnponents of the training and cost effectiveness 

model for team training probably should be constructed from the relation ships of 

individual team members to the basic learning algorithms (Ref. 13). This 

suggests a matrix of team member to learning algorithms or tasks. Such d matrix 

would aho give cues to the degree of interact ion bet'Neen team Illeiniler ann U,e 

relative importance of these interactions with respect to the tactical 

scenario. 

A decomposition of the team task into its individual new components then 

permiLs the application of computer aided and IlIana'led instructional strateg ies 

into thi s area of Lraining. Such issues as learning, retention, and transfer 

can he more effectively treated at the individual trainee level. The frequ ency 

and importance of the human links in the combat tearn must be deve loped if t he 

individual operator's scenarios are to be represenLative of the task s he Illust 

learn and achieve proficiency in. This requires Lhe availability of an 

intell igent system to perform the role of other te~n members. 

Given that such a tearn training strategy is viable, the other daLa needed 

to produce the model is the relationship between training effecLiveness and 

cost. Although much has to be written about the general form or shape of Lile 

curve, there is I ittle or no experimental data Lo estahl ish this relationsh ip to 

the de9ree necessary to produce ineditable model re sults. Th e difficulL td '.k is 

to develop a continllUln of devices that cover the range from hasic operator 

training to singl e-platform tearn-training. Costs relat ion ships musL then b,~ 

developed for these various alternatives. 
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The task of deter;nining the training device alternative, and their 

associated costs is complex since there Inay he many hranches or paths in the 

instructional strategy. Once developed, the team ,rJelfiber - ta,k!algorithrn 

matrix, wi II give some insight into the magnitude of the task. There are a 

number of sound reasons why this investigation into complex team trdining should 

be pursued. First there is I itt Ie or no data in the I iterature which addre~ses 

training and cost effectiveness of comhat tea:ns. Cost :nOdels which h~v e been 

developed usually address media at the low end of the cost spectrum, not co,·,plex 

training devices. The cost of tact ical equipment which was used in operator ann 

team trainers is becoming very expensive. This constrains the deljree to whi ch 

that equipment can be repl icated in the training plan. Finally the 

decomposition of team training into the basic learning algorithm wi II faci I , tate 

the inclusion of performance, measurement, an essential prerequisite for 

effect ive individual ized instruct ion. 

[n summary the invest igat ion has concluded Ulat there are no generally 

accepted and widely used training and cost effectiveness models. i~odels Ul.jt 

are available are generally difficult to use and this has lilnited their use to 

the more basic training tasks. [t is also concluded that it would be extre,nely 

difficult to expand the models to cover the complex devices used in advancej 

training. Complex team training requirements should probably be decomposed so 

that training could be conducted at the individual team [rJelnber level. This 

would require the application of artificial intelligence systerns to play th e 

role of the other team members. 

By proceeding in this way, maximum advantage is taken of previous rnodel 

development effort s, ego TECEP. 
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A secondary effort, and equally important is the develop,nent of the cost 

vs. effectiveness relationship on a quantitative basis. If the extended TECEP 

model is to provide meaningful information for decision making, it ~ust have 

valid cost vs. effectiveness relationships within the individual training 

concept for team training. 

Finally, with the information developed fro", the two preceding task s , 

particularly the second task, methods of quantifying traininy value will be 

investigated. The cost vs. effectiveness function is the next phase of til e 

researc h. 

The basic research proposal concepts developed above address one of the 

most important areas of training research. The extension of effect iveness 

models to address training as well as the cost issue. In developing this 

concept it attacks one of the most difficult training areas, team training, 

through the application of artificial intelligence syst ems to repl ace 

interaction with other team members . 
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1.0 BACKGROUND 

1.1 Training in i~aintenance 

In general, training in maintenance is simi lar to other dreas of training. 

The basi~ concepts of training value, human factors, simulation, and data 

processing all apply to maintenance training in manners simi lar' to how Liley 

apply to other areas of training. However, close scrutiny of Inost U.S. mi Iitary 

maintenance training programs reveals that past and curt'ent (i .e., yencrdlly 

traditional) training programs have not reduced the critical levels of thosl' 

measures which are commonly used to gauge the degree of success in maintenance 

prograrns. (Ref. 1) If anything, the trend of these perforrnance rneasures over 

the last decade has heen for the worse. (Ref. 1) Consequently, new approaches 

and new concepts are needed in this area of rnaintenance training. 

1.2 Traditional Training Programs 

Formal training on On-the-Job training are by far the Inost coranon training 

methods and the most extensively used. (Ref. 1) The rnethods are exactly the 

same except for the location of the training adrninistration. Both rnethods 

provide training to the untrained by other trained and experienced irrdividudls. 

1.2.1 Formal Training 

In this met~od the trainer or instructor is generally assigned to the 

training task as his/her primary duty. The trainers are well qual ified, usually 

,,,ell experienced (this is not necessarily a firm prerequisite, however) in the 

specific area and usually are of median rank of authority and of seniority. 

The training is conducted in a formal classroom manner. The actual work 

environment of the reI ated task is generally ignored as long as such is not 

considered to be in the extreme. This classroom concept allo'"s for the student 

(trainee) to teacher (trainer) ratio to be very large, often as lartJe il, 50:1 or 

hil)her'. 
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The use of such auxiliary training aids a, motion pictures, vid eotape , tape 

recordings, texthooks, homework, photoyraphic. 51 ides, etc. tends to he very high 

in this training method. Also used to a high degree are such aids a~ silflulrlLion 

and static mock-ups of actual equiplflent configurations. 

The cost per training hour in this method tends to he generdlly hiyh 

because of the cost of quality instructors, the classroom f(lcil ity, the 

training aids, the fact that no produc.tion i s done during the training, and the 

cost of transport iog the trainees to and frolll their penfldnent stat ions and uf 

hou sinq thelfl during the training program. In the long run wh en slJc.h things a, 

the class room facility and the training aids are long sinc.e pa id for, the 

overa 11 cos t per tra i n i ng hour of th is method Iliay drop somewhat. ~at.ura 11 y, the 

larger the enrollment the l ower the cost per trainee hour. 

1.2. 2 On-The-Job Training 

This training method dif fers from the f orma l method in that on-the-job 

training is not conducted in a classroom, but is performed on the job site. 

Training is provided by another experienced worker or a supervI sor. Hence, lile 

trainee to trainer ratio can he very small. There usually is no need for visual 

training aids because the trainee is able to observe the job situat ions ~ 

vitro. Another difference is that the environmental conditions of tile job are 

experienced by the trainee during the training sessions. 

The cost per training hour is generally low for this method in spite of the 

fdct t hat the trainee to tra iner ratio may be as low as 1:1. Th e key reasons 

for this are that there are no lassroom facil ities needed, none (or very few) 

training aids are used , that produciton is occurring during training from the 

outset, that the trainer is not required to be as qualified, and that the 

trainer is perforlfling a production function during the conduct of the training 

pro ')r am. 
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1.1 Techniques of System Design Which Affect Training 

1.3.1 ~odular izat ion 

~odularization is a technique of equipment design which cau~e~ eac h 5y ~ tem 

to be comprised of many smaller subsystems each of which is a self-conLained 

un i t and as such can he removed from the sys tem and rep I aced by a '> imi I ar 

componen~ quickly and simply. (Ref. 1) 

Hence, modularization of a syste;n causes the maintenance prO'lrdlll of thot 

system ttl be completely different than such progra,ns for conventional systems. 

There is generally less enphasis on diagnostics and trouble-shooting in the new 

tr·aining programs, therefore requiring less judge,nent on the part of the 

naintenance operator. Thus, the traininq prognns related to modularized '>y',tems 

are shorter and less expensive than conventional system training programs. 

1. 3.2 Automatic Testing 

Automatic testing is another system design technique intended to assist the 

maintenance operator. The concept is hased on the premise that cmnpetent 

diagnostic and trouble-shooting capability is the most difficult skill to 

ach ieve in maintenance operators. lience, the system is designed with an 

integrated electronic check system which when queried hy a 'naintenance operdtor 

will automatically isolate the trouble area and/or identify the specific problem 

itself. (Ref. 2) 

'~aintenance programs for systems with auto'natic te5tinq capability tend to 

be shorter and less involved than for conventional systems. Therefore, the cost 

per hour of training is substantially less than for I conventional training 

program. It should be noted that the cost of des l ']n and the cost of manufac ture 

of systems with automatic testing capability can he very high, however. 

1l is noteworthy that these two design concepts have no hearing on exi'>ting 

system'> and the problems associated with their maintenance proqrams. 
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1.4 Job Aids 

Job aids are devices whi ch assist the rnaintenance operator whi If.' on the 

job. They are used as ready reference to the spec i f ir task and are for the 

maintenance operator to use at his/her disr.retion . 

1.4.1 Paper Job Aids 

The traditional job aid has been a paper one, or the techn icl manua l. fh e 

technica l manual has in detai l virLu a lly everything on or ahout a specifi c 

system. Presented therein are sections of the theory of oper·Jt.ion, the <,yst.ern 

design, the method of man ufacture, the installation spec ific'>, and the use of 

each component of the sys t em. A signifi cant drawhdck to thi s type of job aid is 

that it is very difficult to keep it up to date (as maintenance method, chanye 

anrl systems ,nodi f ic at ions are made). Many maint enance error·, hav e or.c urred 

because maintenance operators were using out-of-dale manuah to assist them In 

their duties. (Ref. 2) 

1.4.2 Non-Paper Job Aids 

Suctl job aids are in the embryonic stage of development and as suc h cov er a 

broad spectrum of design, technique, anrl type. Generally, th ey are atlempl ~ 

either to overcome th e c lassical drawbacks of the paper job aid or to 

incorporate some new technology such as videotape or microprocessors. 

The purpo se of non-paper job aids originally was the Sdme as thal of the 

convent ional paper aids. Recent ly, however, some proposed non-paper job aid , 

are promi si ng to do lnot·e, namely, to prov ide tra i ning as well as provide 

documentation. (See section 2.4.2.1) 

The proble;n of updat ing the non-paper job aid is usually el iminated. rhi s 

is because most non-paper job aid desi gns are electroni ca lly controlled and as 

suc h can be brought up-t Q-date by means of some s i mple proces,. 
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2.0 CURRENT ASSESSi1ENT 

This section shall summarize the succes~ level of cun'ent trdinin(} prO(l"ain~ 

in terms of two traditional performanc e measures . In addition a ser ies of 

discussions on some contributinq factor , will be presented. 

2.1 Traditi onal Performance Measu r es 

In order to evaluate whether change i, occurring in d sy,terrl or progra1n 

somet hing must be measured in a quantifiab l e I/Ianner so that compari sons can 

eas i Iy be made. In cur r ent practi ce t here ar e two such lfIea~.ur es : l rror Rat " 

anrl Elapsed Maint enance Time. 

2.1.1 Error Rate 

Errors can occur i n three different ways. They ar e identified by typ e, . 

(Ref. 1) 

Type I : Di agnos i s of a good un i t as bad 

Typ e I I: Diagnosis of a bad unit as goo d 

Type I I I: The damaging of one unit whi Ie anoth er is bein~ work ed on 

The ra te o f error s by each type has been suffi c i entl y Idr'ge to cause In dny 

researchers and prOblem-solvers t o dedicate much time in l he rlevelop,nent of new 

trainin g proyrams, new training t ec hn iques , and new system design,. Yet the 

rate of errors of each lype has increased annually for ,everal yhlrs. (Ref. 1) 

2.1.2 Elapsed Maint enance Time 

This performance measure allows for the cost of maintenance to be quantified 

in terms of t he l oss of use of the down (out-of-service) system dnd in terms of 

the amoun t of labor hours the repa i r requires. (Re f. 1) 

There i s a direct correlation between error rates and elapsed maintenance 

time which is intuitively app ar ent. For each error of any lype whi ch occur" 

th e amount of tilne elap',ed during the maintenance operation jnCl'e ases. 
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2.2 Conlribuling Faclor s 

When Lile overall s iluillion of mainlenance ( reuuil:ll c nl, lr ai ning, 

altrition, elc.) is scrulinilerl, a nUllllJ e r of co ndilion'>, f dc t", or l c ndenc ie, I'> 

observed whi c h has bearing on this proble1n. II few of the ",aj or cont.ribuling 

faclor s are pr esenled and di sc uss ed in lhis ,ection. 

2.2.1 Low Enlislmenl Rale 

Since the Viel Nam 'Nar the ar ine d ,>crvic es have ileen ex pe r ienr: in 9 gredt."r 

and greater difficulty in replacing personnel a l the norrnal dllrili on ralE' ri ue 

lo relirement. This IS due in parl lo th e gradual reliu c lion in th e <,ize of UH' 

population in the 17 lo 19 year olrl «gP. group. (Re f. 3) In «ddil io ", UH~ yo ung 

peopl e of the liniled Slates are nol as (lllrac led lo a 'II i I ilary Cdree ,' as t.hey 

once wer e . Such faclors as th e lack of kno'Nledge conc e rning the natlJt"e dnd 

locat i on of the firsl as s ignrnent, the 5ee,"in~ly low pay >cd le comp ared lo 

comparable c ivilian jobs, the high degree of travel (or assignment c hanges). dnd 

the low repulalion of the basi c lrdining cour ses are significanl conlribulor,> lo 

this silu a lion. (Ref. 3) 

2 .2.2 High Atlrition Rate 

There are two s e parate lypes of atlr ilion, lhal of rel ir e lnenl an d lhat of 

non-re t ir ement. 

2.2.2.1 Reliremenl Atlrition 

During the decade of the 1970' s mosl of the career person nel fr orn ~orlJ War 

II (W '~II) retired and in spite of the hul s terin'l of the career ran k\ during lhe 

Korean and the Viel Nam war , the numbers were not Iilrge enough lo compensat~ for 

the volume of deprl ing '~W!! personnel. (Ref. 3) 1l i s noleworlhy that in a 

qualitali ve senSE: the dedication, moliviltion, and inleyrily aspecls of lhe 

post-W '~J J personnel are pe r cept ively of a IO'ner order than lhes e aspecls were in 

WW! J an d pr e -WW! 1 personnel. (Ref. 3) In olher words , th e general characler 
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of the mi litary as a whole has made a transition in the last few decades in a 

deteriorating sense. It is difficult to be too specific about this transition 

since rei iable data are not avai lable, but it is clear that the problem of 

conducting successful initial training and up-grade training is more acute 

because of it. It is possible that U,e higher percentage of career personn>·l 

which retire priority to thirty years of service is due to the recent 

configurat ional changes in the ret irement benefit ~ program. 

2.2.2.2 Non-Retirement Attrition 

The mi I itary has been experiencing a new ai lment, that of the difficulty of 

keeping new personnel past their first assignmenL. (Ref. 1) Apparently these 

first-tirners are finding the military atmosphere in general is not what they 

expected. It is difficult to pinpOint the source (or sources) of this prob lem 

other than to recognize that it exists and observe that it accentuates U,e 

criticality of the overall problem identified in this report. 

2.3.2 Low Quality of Current Enlistees 

There has been a trend in the last several years of generally lower 

aptitudes and lower motivation of the new enlistees. (Ref. 1) This couplej 

with the marked increase in system sophistication (see Section 2.2.4) durin,) the 

same period, has placed unbearable burdens for ~uccess on traditional training 

programs. 

2.2.4 Increase in System Sophistication 

In the past several years defense systems have undergone a large-scale 

IJP-grade operat ion. The new systems in virtually every case are extre1nely 'TIore 

sophisticated than their predecesors. (Ref. 1) This high level of 

sophistication is in the area of their scope and in their cpability, but not in 

the area of their servicabi I ity. (Ref. 1) High sophist icat ion in 
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servicab i lity implies that the system first of all should not break down as 

often and as severely (e.g., sol id state electronics) as previous systems, and 

then in the instances when a breakdown has occurred the malfunction should be 

easier to rectify than in previous systems (e . g., modularization). 

Unfortunately, the high sophistication of the capabilily of new systems h~s not 

been parallelled by their sophistication of maintenance design. This can at 

least partially be atlributed to the low bid concept of defen se contrac l 

selection. System objectives are capabil ily oriented anri supporLimaintenanc e 

considerat ions are secondary in importance. Hence, when budgets are cut and 

when bids are revi sed the maintenance as pects are sirnpl ified anri streamlined and 

so~etime5 even el iminated. 

2.3 Cost Impact 

The cost of today's defense systems is staggeringly high. So high it IS 

that when expressing totals it usually is in the billions of dollars. It i s 

unfortunately true that a large percentage of these expensive systems is al any 

point in time not operationally ready. (Ref. 1) There are many reasons fo r 

lhis sit uat ion among which are scheduled maintenance, operat ional mi s use, 

operat ional riamage due to normal wear-and-lear, improper design, and improper 

maintenance. Although there are insufficient datd available to accurately 

quantify the cost associated with each cause, it is clear lhal based on the data 

on error rates and elapsed maintenance times, previously alluded to in 

conjunciton wilh the extremely high front-end cost of the syst ems involved, the 

costs due to improper maintenance are very high indeed. Anri if the point has 

not already solidly been made, the cause for improper maintenance is largely the 

inability of present training programs to adequately prepare the current focce 

of maintenance operators to handle current mainte~ance tasks. 
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2.4 Improvement Efforts 

The described situation has heen a lTJajor concern of the Oepartment of 

Defence (000) for some years and the efforts made to improve this situation can 

be classified into two groups: Program Efforts and Concept Efforts. 

2.4.1 Program Efforts 

Th ere have been so many progrm changes and new program initiation s mad e in 

recent years that it is beyond the scope of this report to enumerate lilem. In 

genera 1, the efforts have endeavored to improve the qua 1 i ty and Quant i ty of new 

enlistees. The problems associated with non-retirement attrition (promotion, 

pay, assignments, etc.) have been much more difficult to change in the 

short-term and instead improvement efforts in thi s area have concentrated on the 

basic training, technical training, and up-grade training programs for 

maintenance operators. Such efforts in general have attempted to make thes e 

progral~ s more pleasant, more modern, more pertinent and (sadly) less diffic ult. 

(Ref. 6) 

2.4.2 Concept Efforts 

Concurrent with the program efforts the Dod tldS invest igated thrOllgh 

independent research the pos s ibility of changing the traditional concept of 

'nain tenance in hope of finding a method which wi 11 accommodate the cal iber of 

the new ,~nl istee Odd the new high sophistication of defen,>e systems. 

to say this has been no small order and the inve s tigation continues. 

Needless 

One 

concept has emerged from such res earch and has rece ived much attent ion from 

several sources. This concept called the electroni c per so nal job ain deserve s 

specifi c mention. 

2.4.2.1 Personal Electronic Aid for f1aintenance (PEAi~) (Ref. 1) 

The PEAM concept is very s imple: Eliminate all tranitional training 

programs . The applicati on of this concept to the current situation i s not 
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simple at all, however. The current viewpoint is to issue each new enlistee 

designated for maintenance careers with d PEAM in the form of a hand-held 

'nicroprocessor with a visual display capabi I ity and perhaps a synthesizen vuice 

communication capability. With the assumption of tabula rasa (that the 

enl istee knows nothing at the beginning) the PEAM coupled with the enl istee make 

a fully:apable, fully trained team. Whenever d I~aintenance task i s 

encountered, the enlistee queries his/her PEAM and is shown (and perhaps to id) 

what to do step by step. Each step of the way the enlistee 'tell s ' his/her' PEAi-t 

how thinys are going ann tire PEAM (being omniscent ana olnnipotent) adjusts its 

subseque~t instructions accordingly. There are many apparent and inumerable 

subliminal rough edges to the PEAM concept, but if it can be assumed that i ll 

development these wi 11 be overcome, the concept has considerable merit. Fo'

instance, the problem of low qual ity at the enl istee level is solved because 

such would have no effect. The problem of high non-retirement attrition could 

be partially solved because of the low difficulty level of the task. The cost 

of development and application of tilis concept notwithstanding, it can he seen 

that the high cost of current training programs wi ll be eliminated and the 

paUCity of modularization and automatic testing capabil ity in new sys tems would 

not be as worrisome as it now is. 

2.5 Current Results 

Unf ortunately the re su lts based on data for error rates and elapsed 

maintenance times are less than satisfactory as has previously been mentioned. 

Error s of all types continue to llXlunt, and the elapsea maintenance l.imes art' 

cl imbing. These condition s are understandable when it is observed that ther'e 

are lower numbers of new trainees all of whom are less qualified and less 

motivated than desired, which are being sent through traaitional training 
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programs (which are certainly heing conducted with the latest technology of 

teaching method and aids, but also are not compatible with the callibre of t he 

trainees) and then being assigned to work on highly expensive and sophistic dted 

equipment which is more difficult to diagnose and repair than ever before, in 

conjunction with a shortage of experienced senior personnel and unattractivl! 

career motivators. IL is remarkable that the situation h not wor<;e than i l. 

is. 

It is quite apparent that all the funds heing spent on conduct. ing and 

improving the formal, on-the-job, and up-grade training programs is not. solving 

the problem. Granted such may be prevent in<j the problem from becoming severe, 

but there is not any measure of improvement that i s evident. 

Furthermore, it appears that in those systems which have design 

enhancements of Inodul ari zat ion and/or uutomat ic test ing that the Ineasures of 

error rate and elapsed maintenance time are not demonstrating impressive 

results. One possible conclusion from this evidence is that if the individual 

~aint e nance operators are not properly trained (or at least properly capabl e in 

some fashion) such planned features as modularization or automatic testing .Ire 

not compensatory. Expressed in another way, if the maintenance operator doe, 

not know about the special features (as a result of no training, no experience, 

etc.) these features are useless. 

Finally, the low enlistment rate coupled with the high non-retirement 

attrition rate comprises a situation which is not at all attractive. 

Speculative reasons behind this include the idea trlat the young inexperienc ed 

(and perhaps marginally trained) maintenance operators find the environment of 

work ing on expensive equipment '"ith the lack of adequate supervision (in qual ity 

and quantity) uncomfortable and unreqarding. Hence, their job performance 
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deteriorates and their job satisfaction is eroded and the non-retir~nent 

attrition escalates. 

It is difficult to assess whether the concept efforts discussed in Sec t. ion 

2.4.2 have been successful because none of the new concepts have heen de5igned 

into any system. It is possible to consider the idea behind modularizat ion and 

automatic test iny as a concept effort in that the proble~n was dpprodched frol1l 

the equipment point of view, i.e., make the problems ea s ier to diaynose and 

easier to repair. Unfortunately, the results have not been favurable to sup port 

the idea that this concept is a successful approach. Perh<lp5 if the new 

enlistees were better qualified, better capable, or better motivated this idea 

would he roore successful. 

It seems clear that a concept change is requ i red in order to solve th h 

problem. To be successful the concept would need to be flexible to adapt to 

different quality levels of the user and to adapt to changing system design s , 

design modifications, and higher levels of sophistication. Furthermore, the 

concept ,nust enable the maintenance operators to solve spec ific maintenance 

problems quickly and with a minimization of error. 
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3.0 CONCLUSION 

The program efforts discu55ed in Section 2.4.2 can generally be cla5se rJ a5 

failures because there is 1 ittle evidence of improvement in the performance 

,neasures. 

Judging from the magnitude of money tied up in 000 sys t ems and the large 

proportion of these systems which is non-operationally ready at any point i n 

time, there appears to he a significantly high potential for foundation lev~l 

research support in a wide variety of area5 in the maintenance training 

paradigm. 

The following list of target area5 (presented in order of priority for 

further inves tigation) sUfOOlarized points made in this report and touche5 on some 

areas not discussed in this report. More informat ion wi 11 be avai lable in the 

next report. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Electronic Job Aid 
1.1 Hardware design - Keyboard, Visual Display 
1.2 Software design - Hierarchical leve15 of detai 1 

Oi agnost ics 
2.1 Formal Training 
2.2 Improved Techn i ques 
2.3 Simpl ified Equipment System Design 
2.4 Training by Sirnulation 

Maintenance Operations 
3.1 Rohotics 
3. 2 Improved Techniques 

Personnel/Equipment Allocation 
4.1 Queuing Innovations 
4.2 Scheduling Innovations 
4.3 Forecasting Innovations 
4.4 Recruiting, Evaluation, Screening 

Psychological A5pects 
5.1 Adaptive Training Program5 
5.2 Adaptive Job Descriptions 
5.3 Adaptive Supervision and Career Management 
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